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The News'
Briefs
Rev. Slim Lake vows
to preach on

TOLEDO - A street
preacher who had been buying food stamps to help the
poor is facing up to two
years in prison after pleading guilty to food stamps
trafficking.
But the Rev. Slim Lake
said Tuesday he's not
scared about going to jail.
"If I go to jail, I will become a minister in the penitentiary. But I am worried
about what would happen to
my congregation. I just
don't know what would happen to them or many of the
poor people who depend on
our help," Lake said.
Lake, 40, of Toledo,
pleaded guilty Monday to
one count of food stamps
trafficking during a hearing
before Lucas County Common Pleas Court Judge
James Jensen.
Prosecutors said they
would drop two similar
counts when Lake is sentenced Jan. 17.
Lake, the founder of
God's Church of the Streets,
is facing up to two years in
jail and a $5,000 fine.
Assistant County Prosecutor Mark Herr said
Tuesday that Lake bought
food stamps from an undercover police officer on
three separate occasions in
April.

Nude club tries to
strip township of
vote
MOUNT CARMEL, Ohio
- The lawyer for a strip
club wants to stop Union
Township officials from
voting Wednesday on
whether they will try to
shut down the club.
Rumors Show Club & Revue in Clermont County began offering nude dancing
after the November vote
eliminated liquor sales in
Union Township's Precinct
B, about IS miles east of
Cincinnati.
Rumors attorney H.Louis
Sirkin filed a request Monday in U.S. District Court in
Cincinnati that would block
the township from taking
any action against the club
until a lawsuit Sirkin filed
on behalf of the club in January is heard.
The lawsuit alleges that
the township's new adult
cabaret resolution, which,
among other things, does
not provide for judicial review if a cabaret club license is denied, is unconstitutional.
Sirkin did not return a
call to his office Tuesday
seeking comment.
A clerk for U.S. District
Judge S. Arthur Spiegel
said Tuesday that no date
for hearing Sirkin's request
or the trial had been set.

Baywatch star's
marriage on rocky
ground
LOS ANGELES ~ The
marriage of Tommy and
Pamela Anderson Lee Is
still on rocky ground, despite an attempt at reconciliation.
The star of television's
"Baywatch" said Monday
that she didn't know If the
marriage would work out.
"He's a wonderful man,"
Ms. Lee said. "He's in recovery for alcohol abuse
and so I'm there to support
him. But this is a real difficult time. It's not funny."
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.
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Lady Falcons try to crack win
column in Duquesne.
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Rev. Jackson
comments on
UDF boycott
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - The Rev. Jesse
Jackson on Tuesday downplayed
the possibility of a boycott
against United Dairy Farmers
over allegations of racial discrimination within the convenience-store chain ~ at least for
now.
The civil rights leader and
members of the Interracial
Leadership Council of Columbus
met Tuesday with UDF Chairman Robert Lindner Jr. and other
company officials.
Jackson emerged saying said
talk of a possible boycott of the
company's approximately 200
stores in Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana now would be premature.
"My impression is that the
Lindners are decent people,"

Faculty
discuss
norms,
values

Jackson said. "We came away
with no sense of hostility toward
Darla Warnock
them."
The BC News
Jackson said he asked the
company to supply him - within
Provost Charles Mlddleton met
two weeks - data on the number
with the Faculty Senate Execuof minorities it employs and its
tive Committee Tuesday in a
guidelines for dealing with disjoint conference to discuss the
APPtioC*
crimination.
work of University task forces
Rev. Jesse Jackson Tuesday downplayed the possibility of a
He said he also strongly urged boycott
and major initiatives already unagainst UDF.
them to settle two racial disderway.
crimination lawsuits pending "I hope it's around the table."
Student advising and cultural
customers.
against the company and disciThose federal lawsuits were
"Nothing can really happen un- norms and values were among
pline two white managers named filed by two blacks who worked til the suit .... is dealt with fairly the main items of discussion at
in those lawsuits.
at a Columbus UDF store. Mau- and equitably and quickly," the meeting.
Jackson hinted that a boycott die Williams and her son, Mi- Jackson said. "While the courts
Some Senate members voiced
could be called Jan. 15 if the chael, allege that they were fired have a role to play in this, it's a their concerns about research
company does not do as he re- after two company officials told long, dragged out, expensive being the main focus of instrucquested.
managers not to hire "any more
process."
tors on campus, rather than
"On that day, we will de- I explctivejniggers."
Jackson last month threatened eduaction. Middleton said teachtermine whether we will be sitThey also said two company to organize a boycott of Texaco, ing, which falls below an acceptting around the table or whether supervisors regularly made der- where several executives were able level in order to provide for
we'll be in the streets," he said. ogatory comments about black recorded making racist remarks. more research time, is not acceptable at the top levels of the
University.
Middleton said such practices
may make it through some departments, but he will not approve them.
transmission to a federal court- used bombs to kill three people Jersey trial as unworkable, and
"We should be saying, 'You
room here. He said only three and injure 23 others between said he would decide later on the won't get past me if you have
sentences, confirming that he 1978 and 1995 in a lonely cam- defense request to transfer the substandard teaching,' " Middlepaign against technology.
could hear the proceedings.
case to California, where a ton said. "It doesnt matter if
Kaczynski's defense hopes to November trial date is set.
Kaczynski, 54, already pleaded
they won the Nobel Prize."
innocent to four Unabomber at- have both cases tried at once in
Thomas Mosser. 50. was killed
Veronica Gold, SEC member,
tacks that killed two people in Sacramento, while federal pros- when he opened the package- said she was concerned the curSacramento, where he has been ecutors want to keep them sepa- bomb at his northern New Jersey rent culture of the University
jailed since his arrest April 3 at rate, even if that means trying home on Dec. 10,1994 In a letter needs to be changed in order to
his remote cabin in Lincoln, the New Jersey case first, as to The New York Times four attain a positive culture.
months later, the Unabomber
early as June 30.
Mont.
"To change the culture here it
U.S. District Judge Dickinson wrote that "we blew up Thomas
Federal authorities believe the
See VPAA, page five.
former Berkeley math professor Debevoise rejected an early New Mosser."

Bomb suspect pleads innocent
Jeffery Gold
The Associated Press
NEWARK, N.J. -- Unabomber
suspect Theodore Kaczynski
pleaded innocent Tuesday via
video from California to charges
that he mailed a package bomb
that killed an advertising executive in New Jersey.
Kaczynski, held without bail in
Sacramento, appeared on video
screens in a slightly jerky live

Prosecutor's family finds new fight
Joe Boyle
The BC News
Reed Mayberry, by all standards, appears to be a typical
5-year-old boy, running up and
down the stairs, spinning around
in circles and swinging on his
swingset.
But in Reed's mind, in a corner
yet very misunderstood by science, somehow the senses don't
respond - the sensory input
doesn't process.
Reed was diagnosed, with autism three years ago, after his
parents, Lisa, a Bowling Green
school teacher, and Alan, the
Wood County Prosecuting Attorney, noticed a marked change in
their son's behavior.
Having been married for 10
years before Reed's birth, the
Mayberrys were very excited by
the news that a son was on his
way into the world.
The Mayberrys delighted in
spending time with Reed, but
when it became apparent something was wrong with him, the
family hit a brick wall it still is
trying to climb.
Up until he was 2 years old,
Reed was outgoing and talkative
with his parents. In 1993, that all
stopped.
"There was a change in Reed. I
saw him react to the MeaslesMumps-Rubella shot," said Lisa
Mayberry, Reed's mother. "He
stopped talking and began banging his head into the wall - kind
of feeling what it was like.
"By age 2 he was concerning
me, because he wasn't responding the way he used to," she said.
The first doctor the Mayberrys
sought about Reed's peculiar behavior dismissed it as a symptom
of the "terrible twos."
Even doctors who recognized

Special
needs kids
helped by
students
Joe Boyle
The BC News

Ut B.ykfThe BC Newi
Reed Mayberry, right, works on a project with University Junior Cara Parise. Parise works with
Reed twice a week as part of education class.
Reed's behavior was not normal
were at a loss to assign a name to
the illness from which he was
suffering.
"We took Reed there and the
audiologist said he could hear,"
Lisa said.
Another doctor chose to examine Reed's brain to see if sounds
were reaching the proper regions.
"They knock them out and put
electrodes on the head and see if

sounds register in his brain," she
said.
At one point, a doctor told the
Mayberrys Reed could be suffering from a terminal brain problem.
"Originally the diagnosis was it
could be disintegrative brain disorder and he could die," Alan
said. "It was a relief it wasn't
worse. I kept wondering what I
could do to fix it."
Finally, a doctor told the

Mayberrys it was probable Reed
was suffering from autism; there
is no definitive test a person can
take to determine the diagnosis.
And although autism is recognizable to doctors, it is not fully understood.
What is understood about autism is that there is no "cure" just treatments that can help a
person adjust to society, and
See REED, page three.

I

While their fellow students are interning at Merrill Lynch, Toledo radio
stations or doing student
teaching in a conventional
classroom, some of Eric
Jones' special education
students are getting a
chance to make a profound
impact on some special
needs children.
Jones, a University
professor of special education, said some of his students began work in this
practicum class three years
ago with the family of Alan
and Lisa Mayberry. Jones
said the Mayberrys were
instrumental in launching
the program.
"They've been fundamental," Jones said.
"[Lisa's] done a great job
training them. It's been
successful because the students need guidance and
she trains them In the instructional techniques."
Jones said the program
grew after the Mayberrys
recommended his students
to other parents of autistic
children, which invariably
shaped the direction of the
course.
"She's told other families.
See STUDENTS, page three.
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.etters to the Editor
I would like to acknowledge Chi Omega Sorority for their
generosity and concern for their fellow students. On this campus 1 strongly feel It Is Important to acknowledge the effort students make to address a serious Issue and then find ways to
educate and help other students. The Chi Omega Sorority Is a
prime example of such an accomplishment.
As a women's health nurse practitioner at the Student
Health Service and a health educator at the Center for Wellness
and Prevention. I see dally the impact that disordered eating.
anorexia and bulimia has on our students on this campus. Chi
Omega Sorority was approached about these concerns and if
there was interest in purchasing a $350 video - "Slim Hopes"
and donating it to the Center for Wellness and Prevention. It
was the Intent to show this video in the classroom and other
campus presentations. "Slim Hopes" does an excellent job of
showing what an Impact advertising and society In general have
on a person's perception of self and their Issue with weight.
The video has been received very well on this campus and
It Is because of the generosity of Chi Omega Sorority and their
willingness to help other students that this was made posslblle.
Barbara A. Hoffman. RNC/OGNP
Student Health Service
Center for Wellness and Prevention

The BG News
If you want to submit a letter
to the editor, please follow these
steps:
• Make sure the letter is less than 300 words. Please
include your major, year and phone number.

Look for the spirit beneath the tinsel
Though many others have
already addressed the subject
of Christmas. I wanted to pause
and reflect upon the emptiness
I feel sometimes about this holiday. Perhaps in an American
materialistic consumptioncrazed society, it was only a
matter of time until our
country's supposedly highest
spiritual holiday would fall prey
to the inevitable perversion of
trinkets and selfishness.
In a conversaUon with one
of my old roommates awhile
ago. I remarked that Christmas
should more appropriately be
renamed "Day of the Gifts .
Hopefully. I am not resounding too negative. Indeed
there Is a point to all of this
even if sounds sobering or depressing. I want to be realistic
and honest so that the true
meaning of Christmas can be
carried over Into every day of
our lives.
I am not necessarily referring to some abstract, ethereal
"spirit" that presumably descends upon someone and fills
that person with a saintly attitude. I am. however, specifically
talking to you about an attitude
that unfortunately seems to be
the one box that has sadly remained unopened. It Is an attitude that drives a person to be
really giving, to deliberately go
out of one's way. to sacrifice
which is to love. Not everyone
has seemed to have forgotten
this attitude. II 1 may. I want
you to read a true story that I
nope touches you like it

Jason E.
Wolfe
touched me.
During Christmas break
last year. I happened to come
across a wonderfully sad and
still uplifting article in my
hometown paper entitled. "Dying teen says gifts should go to
living." As I passed over each
printed word, the familiar feeling of tears filled my eyes .
Meet 16-year-old April
Flemming, a repeat runaway
and heroine of this story. Now.
let yourself drift back to when
you were 16 years old. Can you
remember what your life was
like then?
It is a time in our lives
when the hardest situation
most of us faced was passing
our driver's test, or perhaps our
first date with a member of the
opposite sex- a frightening concept still to many people! Then
is there fear of not being asked
out to the big high school dance
or having a humongous pimple
grace your face.
Whatever the case might
have been for you, this was not
the case for April Flemming.
She wasn't thinking about her
first taste of freedom on the
road or about being a senior
next year with college in mind.
You see. three years ago,
April was informed that she

had polycythemia bera, a
preleukemlc disease that had
led, In her case, to cirrhosis of
the liver.
Three months before last
Sear's Christmas, doctors gave
er no more than a year to live.
One month after that, her life
expectancy was shortened to
six months. With a remaining
month before December 25th.
doctors said she would be lucky
to see Christmas.
The Make-A-Wish Foundation, an organization that
grants the last wishes of dying
children, approached April with
a promise to grant her anything
her heart desired. She didn't
ask to meet her favorite singer,
travel to Disney World or enjoy
her favorite meal one last time.
Instead. April asked for Christmas presents for homeless
kids.
The Make-A-Wlsh FoundaUon was greatly surprised. In
the words of Susan Houk. the
marketing director for the organization. "I've never had a
child want to give to someone
else. It was very, veiy touching."
Immediately after April
named her wish, foundation
members promptly purchased
toys and clothes for 12 children. The next morning, a
board member dressed up as
Santa Claus and delivered the
gifts to a local homeless shelter.
As she watched a video
showing the children's absolute
delight, April cried In her hospitaTbed. "I've been there." she

replied. "I was homeless by
choice, but I've been there."
On a cold, snowless and
gray Christmas morning. April
Flemming quietly passed away.
Even through her pain and
eventual death. April put the
needs of others before her own.
She gave a Christmas to
12 homeless children who otherwise would have had nothing.
April also gave her message to
the living, that nothing, absolutely nothing, is more important than love.
With warm, salty tears
streaming down my face, I
humbly laid the paper down
and thought about the beauty
In this person and how shallow we can sometimes be.
We forget about the really
Important things in life, like
helping people who are less fortunate 111; in we are. In our selfcreated busy and hectic
lifestyles, it becomes almost
second nature to simply forget
about those we hardly ever see;;
like the homeless and hungry;
and put them successfully out
of our minds.
Then, seemingly out of
nowhere, an unknown person
touches you and reminds you
that life isn't about receiving
gifts but giving them. For In giving, we not only find our own
salvation but also receive the
greatest gift of all ... love.
Jason E. Wolfe, a weekly
columnist, humbly dedicates
this column to April Flemming.
For those with ears, listen.

• Make sure it is typed, not handwritten.
• Please bring it to 210 West Hall with a current ID,
or e-mail it to bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
• Letters will be printed a first-come basis.
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Take this moment and run with it

The mood on campus
changes around the first of
December. Thirteen weeks of
Tiffany Wendeln
Brandon Wray
lectures, facts, and supposed
Copy Chief
Entertainment editor
learning swirl in our heads,
then start to settle in preparaAnna Wahrman
Blake Parkins
tion for the end.
Assistant copy chief
Assistant sports editor
Students scurry around at
all hours, making the lines at
the computer labs rival those
Production Staff
at the grocery store. Professors
Jennifer Apt
dust off their mothball-eaten
Cathy Raidl
winter coats and begin an asBrian Callatin
signing frenzy, hoping to proGreg Schwitzgebel
cure one last passable effort
(and good evaluations) out of
Jeff Gayton
Erin Taylor
their students. Town and campus merchants thrust red and
Ryan Kravitz
Jessica Wherry
green merchandise upon our
preoccupied, shivering bodies.
Margaret Kushlak
Carla Zvosec
And yet, despite the vast
quantities of energy we expend
Copyright 1996 The BG News. Reprinting of any material in
during these weeks, there is a
this publication without the permission of The BG News is strictly
boring predictability about our
prohibited.
daily activities. Stress levels
The BG News is an independent publication founded in 1920
increase in direct correlation
and is published dally during the academic year and
with the sales of mistletoe,
Wednesday's In the summer.
chestnuts, vodka and cigaOpinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
rettes.
student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions
All-nighters become the
expressed In columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily
those of The BG News.
norm, rather than the excepLetters intended for publication must be 200-300 words long, tion. Some guy down the hall
typed and include the writers name, phone number and Universtrings up enough lights in his
sity affiliation, if any. The BG News reserves the right to edit any
room to reroute planes headed
and all letters.
for the Toledo Airport. Crazed
The BG News encourages Its reader to notify the paper of
columnists, strung out on cofany errors In stories or photograph descriptions.
fee, race to get their latest
round of bitching about Christ210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
mas in before deadline. Our
Bowling Green. OH 43403
lives will begin, we think, when
bgnewsl 9 bgnet.bgsu.edu
all the tests, all the crabby store
clerks, and all this learning are
temporarily removed from our

Mike
Wendling

glish. and that twelve-hour
cramming session for marketing class, we manage no more
than a languid viewing of the
Rose Bowl Parade.
What a pity. In the prime
of our lives, when we are able

Do something, or something different —
and despite the catchy advertising
slogan, Zima doesn't count.
Save sleeping for when you die.

lives, and we can go home.
Ah yes. home. And what
awaits us in our respective
abodes? Loving and not-so-loving and downright violent family members. Slapdash gatherings stuffed to the brim with
forced mirth. Old friends and
old rules.
Dismal prospects, at best,
even for those who live in California. "Classes are done." we
say. gleefully selling back the
knowledge that we paid for in
late August. Time to unwind."
More likely. It's time to stare off
Into space, singing tired old
anthems about evergreen trees.
After the huge outburst of
energy devoted to that final
speech for Latin, that monstrous reading of most of
Hemingway's works for En-

to stay up until four and wake
up at nine the next day. when
we can personally guarantee
the yearly profits of Seagram &
Sons in one night and still find
our way home, when we can
catch the Jon Spencer Blues
Explosion concert In Cincinnati
and still make it back for 8:30
lab. we are reduced to passive
absorbers of the yuletlde season.
So here I present an entreaty, to students, to friends,
and not in the least of all. to
myself.
The strange nature of our
so-called educational system
has rather fortuitously demanded a burst of mental energy from us Just before entering the otherwise dreary winter break.

Take this momentum and
run with it. Write a novel. Read
that book you were "assigned"
that looked interesting but that
you could never quite find the
time for. Volunteer at a soup
kitchen, and observe how the
other half lives during this time
o' plenty.
Kiss mom goodbye and
take a bus to New York City walk around Manhattan for a
few days and Just look. Boldly
pen a letter to that would-be
friend you've been covertly flirting with for the past two
months. Do something, or
something different — and despite the catchy advertising slogan. Zima doesn't count.
Save sleeping for when
you die. Remember that the real
cushy time comes for about the
first ten weeks of the semester.
You can relax come February.
The end of the semester Is more
of a beginning than an end. and
a vacation is only a change in
location.
See you next year!
Mike Wendling is a weekly.
columnist for The News His ■
year-end radio show can be:
heard on WBGU-FM 88.1 on
Thursday at noon. Ebenezer
Scrooge will be this week's special guest As always, questions
and comments can be sent to;
mtkewen@bgnet.bgsu.edu of210 West HalL Mike would aim
like to thank Rachel Vigil for hei
help with this column and othlj
ers throughout this semester. I
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Renovated CSU dorms vandalized
Broken doors, missing screens, other acts noted at debt-ridden school
The Associated Press
DAYTON -- Some Central State University
dorms - renovated by state order after they
were declared unsafe - are being vandalized, state building code regulators said
Tuesday.
The Ohio Department of Commerce,
which enforces fire and building code regulations, discovered broken doors, missing
screens and other signs of vandalism In
dorms and the cafeteria during an inspection
at the financially troubled school in October.
The department, which issued the order
earlier this year to renovate what were then
unsafe dorms, notified the financially ailing
school of the vandalism in late October.
The department shuttered nine dorms that
the school had allowed to fall into severe disrepair last summer. Three were renovated
and opened in time for fall classes.
Central State, Ohio's only publicly sup-

ported, historically black university, is
about $11.6 million in debt. State legislators
will be weighing the school's future in the
next few months.
University spokesman Ed Chamness did
not return a phone message seeking comment Tuesday.

them why this vandalism was dangerous,
explain its cost and educate them in order to
rectify this situation," Teets said.
Although the damage could have been
done by visitors, "students are the most obvious target of any education on the problems of vandalism," he said.

Damage has occurred throughout the
buildings, Commerce Department Director
Donna Owens said in an Oct. 24 letter to
Frederick Ransier III, chairman of the
school's board of trustees.

No one has been arrested or charged.
Elaine Hairston, Ohio Board of Regents
chancellor, told school trustees in a memo
that they probably will hear questions about
how they are handling the matter "as you
meet with members of the General Assembly on campus and budget matters."

It appears that Central State is handling
the problem, commerce department
spokesman Bill Teets said Tuesday.
The vandalism has declined since Owens
sent the letter, he said.
"Our main hope was that someone would
sit down with the students and explain to

The chancellor said the recent renovation
work creates "an extraordinary need" for
Central State officials to be vigilant in maintaining the dormitories and in ensuring that
students understand their responsibilities
and potential liability regarding damage.

APPtM*

Ed Heap of Birds, above, has caught heat from Cleveland Indians
fans for his billboard, which the Cleveland Institute of Art may
not display.

School criticizes
Kentucky cops release Ohio offender Wahoo billboard
Nobody checked police computers
as wanted kidnapper hits the road
The Associated Press

Kentucky authorities said nobody checked police computers to verify the Identity of an escaped kidnapper from Ohio who was arrested
for shoplifting, then released.
Donald Sattler, 30, was arrested Nov. 18 at a Wal-Mart in Barbourvillc, Ky., three days after the Belmont Correctional Institution inmate escaped from a work detail at a Martins Ferry, Ohio, church.
Barbourville Is about 280 miles southwest of Martins Ferry.
He gave a fake name to investigators, Barbourville officer Bill
Swafford said In an interview published Tuesday in The (Wheeling,
W.Va) News-Register.
Sgt. Sherman Lawson said Sattler, who was using the name Jeff
Daniels, also gave officers a false driver's license, Social Security
number and address.

REED—
Continued from page one.
sometimes adjust so well one
could not tell.
News of Reed's diagnosis hit
Alan and Lisa very hard.
"When you do get a diagnosis
like this it's like the death of a
child," Lisa said. "If you've had
the time with him - Reed was
slipping away from us. When he
bottomed out, he didn't play at
, all. He'd leave the room if we
came in and he'd just stare at
things. There was nothing we
could do."
"It was like he'd become a
zombie," Alan said. "He shut
down as a kid, after developing
normally to that point."
With newborn son Mason in the
house, Alan still at work as prosecuting attorney and Lisa trying
to understand Reed's special
needs, the Mayberry family was
stretched to its emotional limit.
"We were trying to work with
him eight hours a day. I had an
infant at the time, and he was
sleeping two to three hours a
night," she said.
An emotional toll hit the family, also, as their visions of the future were shattered.
But the Mayberrys decided to
do something anyway. Immediately after the diagnosis, Lisa
and Alan began attending meetings of a Toledo-area autism support group.
Shocked by the lack of information and comprehensible literature available for parents who
just learned their child was autistic, the Mayberrys decided to begin working on support literature
of their own.
They compiled a newsletter
called "The ABCs of Autism," a
four-page leaflet filled with the
basic facts about autism and
phone numbers and addresses of
experts In the field.
"We thought, 'why should others have to go through what we
went through,'" Alan said. "It's
not like cancer where there's a
lot of information available immediately."
The newsletters, which originally began almost as a catharsis,
became a real success through
the community of autism support
groups.
"Newsletters have gone to
Australia, England, all SO states.
Cincinnati is handing them out to

"I personally found the
Image to be offensive," BrentCLEVELAND - An art linger said Monday. "I don't
school may refuse to display a think it's appropriate for the
billboard by an Oklahoma In- Institute to be associated with
dian that depicts Chief Wahoo a billboard that says, 'Smile
with the words, "Smile for Ra- for Racism.' I don't think
cism."
that's art, and It's certainly not
The work by Edgar Heap of something I subscribe to."
Birds was meant to be a critiGreg Gibson, the institute's
cism of Wahoo, the red-faced, vice president for external afgrinning mascot of the Cleve- fairs, said the school will conland Indians baseball team.
sider the billboard If Heap of
Several Indian groups have Birds comes to Cleveland on
denounced the mascot as ra- Friday as scheduled for discist. The team defends It as cussions of the exhibit with
honoring the first American the students, faculty and
Indian to play major league community.
ball.
The billboard was supposed
But Heap of Birds said
to be part of an exhibition In
Brentlinger's response to the
downtown Cleveland that billboard design amounts to
combines Australian aboricensorship, and he plans to
ginal art with works by Heap
protest by not attending the
of Birds. The exhibit, "16 Friday opening. He said the
Songs/Issues of Personal Asdiscussions weren't part of the
sessment and Indigenous Reagreement.
newal," opens Friday.
But Paul Brentlinger,
"It seems incredible to me
chairman of the board of the and so sad that an art school
Cleveland Institute of Art, told would not find it suitable to
the school's administrators produce public art In the
that he did not approve of the
community," Heap of Birds
proposed design for the bill- said.
board, which shows a simple
Heap of Birds, 42, Is an asdrawing of Wahoo next to the
sociate professor of art at the
words about racism.
University of Oklahoma
The Associated Press

'Officers detained him so he would appear in court the next day,
Lawson said.
But no one checked the computer system that lists background on
criminals around the country.
District Judge Mack Caperton convicted Sattler and released him
on Nov. 20, Lawson said. Sattler remained at large Tuesday afterDOML
"The judge gave him until March 1 to pay $122.50 in restitution,
and then placed him on 12 months' probation," Lawson said.
It wasn't until police later found a stolen car In Wal-Mart's parking
lot that they discovered the oversight.
National Crime Information Center computers showed Sattler's
true Identity and background, Lawson said.
H<: was serving nine to 25 years at the prison for aggravated burglary and kidnapping in the Columbus, Ohio, area. Sattler was convicted ill Franklin County Common Pleas Court in 1991 for abducting a
4-year-old Columbus-area girl from her bed and driving her to Hocking County in southeastern Ohio.

he'd drift Into his own world,"
she said. "Some people criticize
me for making him work that
long during the day, but a typical
child is learning 16 hours a day,
whereas Reed would sit there
and zone out. Reed would learn
zero hours a day."
At first, Lisa would spend her
entire day caring for Reed, but
Alan Mayberry with another child on the way it
Wood County Prosecuting Attorney became difficult. That was when
she met Eric Jones, University
professor of special education.
all the new people who join the they had been transformed from
Jones sent the Mayberrys
parents into activists - some- several students every semester,
support group," Lisa said.
Having a child with autism thing Alan and Lisa never students who could learn the vartakes its toll on a family, both thought they would be.
ious forms of therapy and assist
monetarily and emotionally.
"I'm not a political person. Reed.
"You have dreams for your Alan's not a real political guy
The time saved by having a
kids, and it trashes those and you either, even though he's got a po- student take over a part of Reed's
have to start over," Alan said. litical jt*>," Usa said.
therapy was reinvested in doing
"We always spent a lot of time
work with the newsletter and the
"I didn't think I'd be an acti- support group, Lisa said.
with him, but we shifted our time
"We work on that stuff at least
spending to establishing eye con- vist, but you do what you have to
tact and getting him to Interact." do for your child and other kids 25-30 hours a week, at least.
Lisa said It remains hard for In the same situation," Alan said.
When we're not working on that,
Soon Lisa and some other we're working with Reed," she
Alan and her to find time alone
together, as babysitting Reed is a mothers from the Toledo support said. "It's real stressful. We
group had formed an auxiliary make out the newsletter, and
challenge.
"It's not easy for us to find a support group - a group of moth- parents call us for advice at all
babysitter. You can't just call the ers and fathers looking for edu- hours."
13 year old down the street to cational alternatives for their
Lisa said Mason, now 2 years
deal with Reed. It's hard for Alan children.
old, is already taking on a special
and I to find time together. You'role in Reed's life.
The Mayberrys had to change
"When Reed and Mason
re exhausted most of the time,"
the physical structure of thelr interact. It's more like wrestling.
Lisa said.
And aside from the costs asso- house to accomodate Reed's spe- Mason's already taking a big
ciated with rebuilding parts of cial needs, as well.
brotherly role to Reed. They do a
the house for Reed's use, personlot of physical stuff like climbing
al trainers brought in from other
The basement was converted together," Lisa said.
states have added to the costs of from rec room to sensory InteThe future for the Mayberrys
autism.
gration room. At first glance, this Is hard to determine at this point.
"When you get professional room looks like every kid's While student-therapists can
trainers, you have to fly them in, dream - three different swings, a help, and Alan and Lisa can spend
put them up In a hotel, provide big tunnel to crawl in, a jogging time with him, on the horizon
room and board. It costs an aver- trampoline and two shelves filled looms another challenge.
age of $700 a day," Lisa said.
with books and toys.
"Reed has to go to kindergarWhen it became clear there
However, the typical toys are ten next year, and my fear is that
were no facilities In the area spe- crucial parts of Reed's training, there will be no program approcifically geared toward a child which centers around keeping priate," she said.
with Reed's difficulties, Lisa and him active all the time - and all
Alan decided to write a grant help Reed improve his balance
Reed's education, by law and
proposal to fund a professional and coordination.
by necessity, will have to be aldevelopment center which would
The room next to this is Reed's most tailor-made to his needs,
train people in several fields In work room, where he practices causing some people to be rather
methods of treating autism.
skills which will help him learn to vengeful. Lisa said if she had her
Within the next year, the start, do and complete a task. way, Reed would not have the
Mayberrys found themselves These are Reed's work hours, -peclal needs that necessitate the
writing another grant proposal, and when he completes them, he extra attention from educators.
this time to get two Bowling is allowed to spend the rest of his
"Some people complain that so
Green school teachers trained In time playing.
many tax dollars are used to edua separate kind of autism theraEven time spent playing Is time cate kids like Reed. I'd prefer
devoted to Reed's best interest, he's the cheapest student in the
pyIt happened so slowly the according to Lisa.
world to educate - I'd prefer he
Mayberrys didn't recognize it,
"We try to keep him stimulated got to skip a couple grades," Lisa
but In the short span of a year as much as we can. If we didn't. said.

"Originally the diagnosis was it could be
disintegrative brain disorder and he could
die. It was a relief it wasn't worse. I kept
wondering what I could do to fix it. You have
dreams for your kids, and it trashes those
and you have to start over."

STUDENTS
Continued from page one.
and we've added more students.
It's been real successful." he
said.
Junior special education students in Jones' class generally
spend about 80 hours over the
course of the semester In one
home.
The nearly 20 students are
Interviewed by Jones and told
about the children they will be
dealing with before being sent to
one of the homes.
Students working with a family
generally work with the child
about two hours a day and three
days a week. They fill In a log of
what they did, which Is later reviewed by one of the graduate
students overseeing the course.
Jones said some of the students
end up getting jobs out of their
practicum experience.
"Some families have hired
them on after the class, and some
have moved Into jobs related to
this." Jones said.

she said. "The University students are wonderful. They have
more enthusiasm and energy
than some of the educators."
One of the Mayberrys' original
student-therapists, Becky Shade,
has stayed with the family, and
now assists new students in
learning Reed's special needs.
"Becky helps train the new
students. He plays better with
Becky than he plays with me. I do
the play skills and the mommy
role, and they do the therapy
role," Lisa said.
Junior special education major
Cara Pariae is currently working
with the Mayberrys and said the
experience has been invaluable.
"It's been really good. It's
taught me to be more patient,"
Parisesaid.

Patience has not always been
easy for Parise, as she said some
of her first experiences with
Reed were confrontational.
"I didn't know what to expect
at first. Lisa worked with me, but
It was frustrating. He was testing
According to Lisa Mayberry, me to see how far he could go,"
many of the other parents In- Parisesaid.
volved in the class are members
But as Reed got used to her,
of a group she founded. Providing Educational Alternatives and and she got used to Reed, their
Resources for Learning, or relationship became far better.
"He's really good now," Parise
PEARL
said. "I enjoy going there. He's
Lisa said the students from been really playful."
Jones' class have made life a
Pariae said the experience has
great deal easier for her.
provided a realization about her
"The college students have future.
been a godsend. It allows Reed to
get therapy, and It gives us time
"It's made me realize this is
to mail the newsletters, schedule definitely what I am going to do,"
the meetings, write the grants," she said.

14 days till Christmas!
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Fisherman leery about luck on Lake Erie
The Associated Press
ERIE, Pa
In the heyday of
commercial fishing on Lake Erie,
refrigerated trains stopped at
docks where boats unloaded tons
of whitefish, herring and perch
to supply markets around the
country.
At its peak, Erie boasted 140
boats and 2,000 fishing-related
jobs. No one made a fortune, but
most made a living - something
that cant be said since state fishing restrictions took effect in
1995.
Since then, the trains have
stopped coming. All but one boat

- the Big Tony - have gone out of
business. And the industry's sole
survivor, Jerry Mathers, Is
barely eking out an existence using state-sanctioned techniques.
"I don't think I made $5,000 for
the year," said Mathers, 51, who
learned his trade from his stepfather, Anthony Skarzenski, for
whom the Big Tony is named.
Most days, Mathers and his
crew of three part-time workers
spend eight to 10 hours on the
lake, leaving the docks two hours
before dawn and returning when
most people are on their way
home from work.
After one recent 10-hour day,

Big Tony's total perch catch was
about 20 fish. The whitefish, once
the staple of his business, has
virtually disappeared from his
nets.
"The fish are there and if.you
have the right equipment, you
can get them," he said. "My
bread and butter was whitefish,
and I went from 150,000 pounds a
year to this year, when I had one
whitefish."
Erie's fishing industry dates
back to the mid-1700s. Besides
fishermen, it also provided jobs
for boat builders, net menders,
ice house workers and others
who cleaned, prepared or sold

the fish.
But by 1995, prompted by concern over a declining fish population, the state banned the use of
gill nets in lake waters. And
critics say that move essentially
killed an industry that was
already struggling.
Gill nets entangle fish, and
were opposed by such groups as
sport fishermen and the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission. They argued that the gill net
killed fish indiscriminately, snaring species not targeted by commercial fishermen.
Instead, the state allowed
commercial use of trap nets,

which are smaller and anchored
to the lake bottom. The trap,
which lies In the middle of two
long sections of netting, is pulled
up and fish are scooped out with
hand-held dip nets. Undersized
or unauthorized fish must then
be released alive back into the
lake.
To help commercial fishermen
make the transition, the state offered them money raised by an
additional $3.50 fee Imposed on
sport fishermen. The fees were
supposed to help modify commercial boats so they could use
the trap nets.
But commercial fishermen say

the money wasn't enough, and
while fish are now plentiful, most
boats are Idle.
Ron Zielinski was among those
who decided to switch careers.
At S3, he has begun reselling fish
bought from Canadian boats.
"Commercial fishing is over as
far as I'm concerned. After 234
years, it's hard to believe it could
happen."
Last year, Jim Milewski captained the fishing tug Jeanne D.
This year, he operates a crane at
Erie Forge and Steel.
"I didn't give up, but I cannot
make a living with trap nets,"
Milewski said.

B-l Bob takes final spin
Dornan rides in FA-18 at taxpayers' expense before departure
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - Rep. Robert Dornan, shot down
by voters in the November election, enjoyed one
last flight on an FA-IB fighter at a cost of
thousands of dollars to taxpayers.
Dornan, a fiery conservative: Republican known
as "B-l Bob," settled into the back of the twoseater jet Monday for a one-hour spin over the California desert, complete with simulated bombing
attacks. Dornan had requested the flight through
the Pentagon's Office of Legislative Affairs.
The Center for Defense Information, a group
that advocates reduced military spending, estimated that the flight cost taxi>ayers about $4,000 in
fuel, maintenance time and spare parts usage. And
that's without the expense of flying a second jet
that accompanied Dornan.
Maj. Charles Kelly, who flew in the second jet
from El Toro Marine Corps Air Station, said that

the cost was half that amount, factoring in only the
fuel and maintenance time for the jet.
Kelly said the congressman was flown up "to
show him... the capabilities of the FA-18."
"It's a little hard to see why Mr. Dornan, who is
leaving office, is in need of orientation or exposure
to the capabilities of the airplane," said Eugene
Carroll, a former admiral who is the advocacy
group's deputy director.
A phone call today to Dornan's Orange County
office went unanswered.
Dornan, who earned the nickname "B-l Bob" in
Congress for his unwavering support for the
bomber manufactured in California, was an Air
Force fighter pilot during peacetime In the 1950s
and was also a civilian combat photographer in
Vietnam. He lost his bid for a 10th term in the U.S.
House by 984 votes to Democrat Loretta Sanchez.
He has asked for a recount.

Food chain claims ABC
It wasn't all cartoons for workers did double duty
troubled children's hero
Paul Nowell
The Associated Press

Paul Sloca
The Associated Press

SIOUX FALLS, S.D. -- When Dave Dedrick drank
too much. Captain 11 was there to sober him up.
When his son was dying of AIDS, Captain 11 was
there to ease some of the pain.
And then there were the kids, thousands of them
in four states who idolized their hero over 41
years.
Despite all that, Dave Dedrick has decided to
end his stint as Captain 11, star of what KELO-TV
of Sioux Falls billed as the longest-running, continuously aired children's show in the world.
"I've had a marvelous, marvelous career of being in the happiness business," says Dedrick, 68,
who also will retire from the TV weathercasts he's
done since 1972.
Captain 11 began as a summer replacement in
1955. Since then, the Captain has become a part of
regional lore.
Each weekday until 1989, when the show became
a one-day-a-week affair, Dedrick appeared,
dressed in a blue, one-piece suit with yellow scarf
and military-style hat.
In between cartoons, he entertained a studio audience of kids with games, contests and prizes.
Then there was the Time-Converter, which sent
the Captain's cadets off to cartoon land with a flip
of the switch, the buzzing of buzzers and the pulsing of lights.
"Every place I go is a celebration. ... And I'm
part of that. That's what is so gratifying for me and
that's what made it a pleasant trip. I don't know
that anyone else could say they've had that much
fun. I don't have any down days - my days are up,"
Dedrick said.
For Dedrick, who began his broadcasting career
at a local radio station at age 15, the Captain remained a constant during his personal struggles.

"It was a Jekyll and Hyde type of thing," he said.
"I was two completely different people. And what I
did on my time was my business. I rewarded myself accordingly."
Dedrick, who has been sober for 19 years, never
drank before a Captain 11 show, even when offered a beer after a game of golf.
"I'd say, 'No, I've got Captain to do. I don't want
to be breathing beer on a kid on the Captain show.'
No, no. I was protecting the Captain. But when I
got off after the Captain show, then it was highball
time."
While he rocketed to fame with the Captain, Dedrick also faced moments of deep emotion.
After attending the funeral of a little girl, the
girl's brother, who was also critically 111, came up
to Dedrick.

"Captain 11, will you come to my funeral, too?,"
the child asked.
Responded Dedrick: "Sure, pal, if you promise to
come to mine."
On the trip back to Sioux Falls, Dedrick stopped
the car by the side of the road and cried.
There were other touching moments. But nothing prepared him for two days in March 1995.
On March 8, Captain 11 was celebrating his 40th
anniversary on the air while his youngest son, David, was near death.
"I completely disassociated myself from my
personal life and did the show. And Dave passed
away the next morning, and we were both there
with him. And it was as though ... Dave knew what
a big deal it was for me, so he gave me my day and
the next day he said, 'This is my day,' " Dedrick
said.
Dedrick, who chronicled his life in the 1989 book
"It Aint All Cartoons," said he has always felt a
responsibility to continue the show, thanks in part
to parents who wanted to pass on the tradition.

GREENSBORO, N.C. -- Two
ABC producers showed no intention of working for Food
Lion and spent their tune on
the job looking for information
to use In a television ex|>ose, an
attorney for the grocery chain
argued today.
Attorney Andrew Copenhaver says the two defendants,
Lynn Dale and Susan Burnette,
"were in effect wearing two
hats. They worked at /iBC, but
they acquired jobs .at Food
Lion." He also said there was
evidence the producers encouraged or even crea'zed some
of the bad conditions shown in
the expose.
Food Lion is seeking billions
of dollars in damage.'! for lost
business from ABC over a 1992
"PrimeTime Live" feature
which illustrated p«x)r foodhandling procedures at stores
in Hickory and Myrtle Beach,
S.C.
"They were wandering
around the stores, working as
ABC producers, going into offices, looking at time records
on other Food Lion employees.
These are things that were not
part of their duties as Food
Lion employees," Copenhaver
said.
Instead of suing the network
for libel. Food Lion alleged in
its lawsuit that ABC producers
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The Link
...seeks caring volunteers to assist persons
experiencing a problem or crisis.

Volunteers are needed for the
Crisis Hotline and the SAAFE
Program-formerly VAP.

lina and get jobs in Food Lion
stores. He said they used false
references and work histories
to get their jobs.
"They were not acting as
Food Lion employees. They
were ABC producers working
to get a story and they were active all the time to get their
story."
Copenhaver said Food Lion's
best evidence will be some 45
hours of hidden camera footage, much of which was never
aired on ABC's "PrimeTime
Live" broadcast. He said on the
tapes that there is evidence
that the ABC producers tried to
persuade other Food Lion
workers to sell out-of-date
meat. He said they also tried to
coerce co-workers to say bad
things about Food Lion after
they had staged some unsanitary conditions.
The November 1992 "PrimeTime Live" expose said the
North Carolina supermarket
chain sold spoiled meat and
made employees work overtime without pay.
Food Lion claimed its sales,
profits and stock price all suffered after the story aired. The
lawsuit is seeking up to $2.5
billion in damages from the
network.
Following the "PrimeTime
Live" expose, Food Lion's stock
price fell from about $18 a
share to less than $6. It now
trades for about $9 a share.
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used illegal tactics to gather
information for the story - including fraud and trespassing
by producers who got themselves hired by Food Lion.
In his opening statement,
ABC attorney Bill Jeffress disputed the grocery chain's
claim that the undercover producers cheated the company
by not doing the work they
were hired to do.
"They did do their jobs," Jeffress said. "They faked nothing. They committed no fraud,
no trespass or breach of duty."
An expert In media law said
if successful, the lawsuit could
lead to future court battles by
companies attacking newsgathering methods. David
Logan, a Wake Forest University law professor who has
been following the case
closely, said corporations
would certainly adopt the same
tactics to fight unflattering
news reports if the Food Lion is
successful.
Possible witnesses could include "PrimeTime Live" coanchors Diane Sawyer and Sam
Donaldson and Food Lion
president Tom Smith, U.S. District Judge Carl ton Tilley said.
Jury selection was completed
Monday.
Copenhaver said Food Lion
will prove that In March 1992,
the two producers were given a
$50,000 budget and Instructed
to come down to North Caro-
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Institute releases study
Safety of cars with anti-lock brakes questioned
WASHINGTON - Cars with
anti-lock brakes are more likely
to be Involved in fatal crashes
than cars without them, according to an insurance institute
study released Tuesday.
Cars with anti-lock brakes are
especially more likely to be in
crashes where no other car is involved but a passenger is killed,
the study by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety said.
"These findings add to evidence that anti-lock brakes aren't

producing overall safety benefits," said Brian O'Neill, president of the Arlington, Va.-based
institute that is backed by insurance companies.
The study found a passenger
had a 45 percent greater chance
of dying in a single-vehicle crash
in a car with anti-lock brakes
compared with riding in the same
car with old-style brakes.
The passenger's chance of dying in a car with anti-lock brakes
increased by 65 percent when the

car was on wet pavement - a surface anti-lock brakes are supposed to handle better, the study
said.
The institute based its results
on nearly 1,000 fatal crashes
from 1986 to 1995 in the government's Fatal Accident Reporting
System, which accumulates data
on all crashes reported in the
United States.
Last year, the head of the
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, Dr. Ricardo

Martinez, warned that drivers
unfamiliar with anti-lock brakes
may think the brakes are not
working and, as a result, take a
foot off the pedal or turn the
steering wheel too much if the
car starts to slide.
An agency study found drivers
with anti-lock brakes were more
likely to run off the road, leading
to a death inside the car more
often than cars with old-style
brakes.

Two men Poor children may find help
killed in
plane
crash
The Associated Press

BOISE, Idaho - A cargo plane
built in the 1940s crashed into a
muddy field shortly after takeoff
Monday night and burst into
flames, killing the two crew
members aboard.
The Desert Air DC-3 cargo
plane crashed about a mile from
the Boise Municipal Airport after
one of the engines caught fire,
said Woody Cummings, Federal
Aviation Administration duty
officer. The pilot had reported
the fire and tried to return to the
airport, he said.
The FAA was investigating.
The DC-3s were built in the
1940s but arc still used to haul
cargo, firefighters and other
loads. It was not immediately
clear what type of cargo the
plane was carrying.
A Desert Air spokeswoman in
Utah said the company would not
comment until Tuesday.

It claims Rood people.
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WASHINGTON - Some 6.1
million American children
under 6 were living in poverty
in 1994, and many were eligible
for health care under Medicaid
but didn't enroll, say two new
studies of child poverty.

An additional 4.8 million
young children lived near the
poverty line, said Columbia
University's National Center
for Children in Poverty.
The U.S. Census Bureau reported in September that the
childhood poverty rate had declined slightly - less than a

percentage point - in 1995
from the year before.
While Tuesday's report used
older data, the center said it
still puts a face on impoverished children:
■ Sixty-two percent of poor
children lived with at least one
parent or relative wl» worked.
Fewer than one-third of the
children's families relied exclusively on welfare.
■ Six percent of young white
children were extremely poor
in 1994, compared with 30 percent of young black children
whose families had incomes
below 50 percent of the federal

poverty threshold.
■ The poverty rate grew
fastest among Hispanic children, rising 43 percent since
1979, compared with a 38 percent rise among white children
and 19 percent among black
children.
■ Childhood poverty grew 59
percent in the suburbs compared with 34 percent in urban
areas.
Separately, the Center on
Budget and Policy Priorities
reported that 2.7 million lowincome children under 11 who
Kicked health insurance in 1994
were eligible for Medicaid but
not enrolled.

VPAA
Continued from page one.

is going to require much more,
and more means more faculty,"
she said.
In other business, the provost
told the SEC the current methods
of student advising need to be
revised to provide for one person
to be responsible for advising.

"There's no one person," department and review the reMiddleton said. "I think that's quirements for graduation.
"Go to any department and see
what is necessary, a review of
if you can understand," Middlethe curriculum."
ton said. "We can't even underMiddleton said the current stand our own rules."
graduation requirements are
He said he plans on addressing
difficult to understand. To prove
his point further, he challenged the issue next year, possibly next
the committee members to pick a spring.

Depression is a serious threat
to anyone that has a brain.
Depression is a suppression of brain activity that can stnke anyone. It can make Irfe unbearable,
but it is also readily, medically treatable. And that's something you should always keep in mind
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A neighborhood dog checks out a warning sign put up by locals In
Billings, Mont., Monday. The sign and stuffed shirt were put up
to warn passers-by of the huge pothole In the street In a residential area of town.

Analysis finds
use of Ritalin
overes timated
Brenda C. Coleman
The Associated Press

CHICAGO - Doctors use about
2 1/2 times more Ritalin for hyperactive and inattentive children now than in 1990, a far smaller increase than the alarming
sixfold rise that some reports
have suggested, researchers say.
About 1.5 million young people
ages 5 through 18, or 2.8 percent
of U.S. school-age children, take
the drug for relief from attention
and hyperactivity disorders, the
researchers reported in the
December issue of Pediatrics,
the journal of the American
Academy of Pediatrics.
Some politicians and policymakers have suggested that
Ritalin is being overprescribed
for youngsters.
The new study, led by Dr. Daniel J. Safer of Johns Hopkins
University School of Medicine in
Baltimore, did not address how
much Ritalin use is appropriate.
But it pronounced some estimates of its use exaggerated.
The study was based on regional and national surveys of Ritalin use.

The researchers said recent
increases in Ritalin use appear to
be due in part to the drug's improved image and children being
kept on it longer.
Ritalin, known genetically as
raethylphenidate, calms restlessness, reduces impulsiveness
and improves attention in children who have attention-deficit
hyperactivity disorder, or
ADHD. It is made by Ciba-Geigy
and has been sold for about 40
years.
A U.N. agency report in February suggested 3 percent to 5 percent of U.S. youngsters were on
the drug. The Drug Enforcement
Administration has been quoted
as saying production and use of
Ritalin increased nearly sixfold
from 1990 to 1995.
The researchers, however, said
the DEA production figures did
not reflect actual use.
Dr. Larry B. Silver, a psychiatry professor at Georgetown
University Medical Center in
Washington who was not involved in the latest study,
however, said that its findings
are valid.
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Polish poet praised as
Belgian official answers
Nobel newcomer in Norway charges of underage sex
JlmHelntz
The Associated Press

STOCKHOLM. Sweden - Wlslawa Szymborska, celebrated for
her "beautiful, deep and subtle
poetry,*' accepted the 1996 Nobel
Prize in literature today with a
standing ovation from the audience in the Stockholm Concert
Hall.
Three hours after the Nobel
Peace Prize was presented to two
East Timorese freedom champions in Oslo, Norway, the other
10 Nobel laureates accepted their
awards from King Carl XVI Gustaf in Stockholm.
Ms. Szymborska smiled
slightly as she listened to the
praise for her electrifying poetry.
"Dear Wislawa Szymborska, I
would like to thank you for giving
us this beautiful, deep and subtle
poetry," Swedish author Birgitta
Trotzig said in introducing the
73-year-old Polish poet to the audience of 1,800.
Ms. Szymborska then stepped
forward and accepted the prize
from the king. Behind him sat
Queen Silvia.
The famously shy author, who
says she's uncomfortable in a
room with more than a dozen
people, drew a sympathetic laugh
as she apparently became confused on how to bow after receiving the award.

Each of the recipients was directed to bow three times to the
accompaniment of a brass fanfare - once to the king, once to
the rows of medal-bedecked academics on stage and once to the
audience.
The pomp-filled ceremony was
interspersed with music by Mozart and Sibelius and the familiar, lilting "Morning Mood" section of Grieg's Peer Gynt suite. It
marked the 100th anniversary of
the death of Alfred Nobel, the
Swedish industrialist who funded
the prizes in his will.
The first to receive their prizes
in Stockholm were David Lee and
Robert Richardson, both of Cornell University, and Douglas
Osheroff of Stanford University,
who shared the physics award
for their discovery of superfluidity in helium-3.
Peter Doherty, an Australian
now working at St. Jude's Children's Research Hospital In
Memphis, Term., and Rolf Zinkernagel of Switzerland received
the 1996 Nobel medicine prize
for pioneering work on the body's immune system.
They discovered how the immune system recognizes infected
cells - a finding that could lead
to new vaccines and therapies for
cancer, diabetes and multiple
sclerosis.
Harold Kroto of Britain's University of Sussex and Robert

Curl and Richard Smalley of Rice
University in the United States,
received the chemistry prize for
discovering carbon atoms bound
in the shape of soccer balls.
The economics prize was awarded to James Mirrlees of
Britain's Cambridge University
and William Vickrey of Columbia
University, but Vickrey died the
same week the prize was announced. They were recognized
for their work in "asymmetric
information" - transactions in
which one party knows things the
other doesnt.
A friend of Vickrey's, Lowell
Harris, accepted the award on
the behalf of the deceased
laureate. Unlike the others, he
bowed only once.
The laureates were to give
speeches at the three-hour banquet following the prize ceremony.
Although all laureates received
standing ovations, Szymborska
was the clear favorite of the audience and of photographers.

Rat Casert
The Associated Press
BRUSSELS, Belgium - Belgium's deputy
prime minister faced a parliamentary committee today to answer new allegations in an
underage sex scandal that has already forced
the resignation of one senior politician.
The 11-member committee must decide
whether the new evidence is sufficient to lift
Elio Di Rupo's parliamentary Immunity and
send him for trial before the Supreme Court.
On Monday, the high court rejected as baseless the initial allegations against Di Rupo from
a young man who said he was under 16 when he
had sex with the the deputy premier.
Di Rupo, a Socialist who also serves as transport and economics minister in the center-left
government, says he is innocent and the victim
of a political campaign to oust him.
Another politician was forced to quit Monday
in the face of similar allegations. Protesting his
innocence, Jean-Pierre Grafe resigned as edu-

cation minister in Belgium's southern,
French-speaking Wallonla region.
He is charged with having sex with underage
boys, a case on which the Supreme Court is to
rule today.
The parliamentary committee, representing
all major parties, met in closed session today
with the Supreme Court's prosecutor general to
assess the new allegations against Di Rupo.
The Supreme Court ruling late Monday went a
long way to exonerate Di Rupo, whose fate had
been in doubt after Belgian media published allegations he had sex with at least one underage
boy in 1989.
The allegations followed a summer of revelations of a child-sex gang that kidnapped and
abused young girls, killing at least four. The allegations against Di Rupo and Jean-Pierre Grafe
are not linked to that case.
Public outrage at the killings and anger over
revelations of official bungling of the investigation led to protests that culminated in
300,000 people marching through Brussels.

Couple denied ruling in French kiss

"Bureaucrats and bus passengers respond with a touch of incredulity and alarm when they
find out that they're dealing with
a poet," she said in her prize lecture last week.
Each prize is worth $1.12 million, money that is shared in
cases of multiple winners.

The Associated Press

The Lavergnes, who are retired, claimed in 1993 they were
PARIS - You cant fight City Hall photographed without their
knowledge In 1950 as they were
- not even with a kiss.
An appeals court has upheld a strolling on the promenade in
ruling against an elderly couple front of Paris' Hotel de Ville.
claiming to be the young lovers
The photograph is one of Doisstealing a kiss in Robert Doisneau's famed photo, "Kiss At neau's most famous pictures,
symbolizing the carefree sensuaCity Hall."

lity of postwar Paris. The couple
embraces passionately while
people pass by indifferently.
The couple said they recognized themselves on the basis of
a bracelet and clothes.
They lost their case after Doisneau acknowledged he had paid
two models to pose for the picture.

MOST WANTED

The following people need to pick up their 1996 Key Yearbook from last year.
Books can be picked up in 28 West Hall (Basement), Mon-Fri from 1-4.
Janet B razee

David DcNatale

Angie Gladney

Jennifer Jones

Christine Lu/ius

Shelley J. Niedermicr

Leslie DePew

Melissa Glover

Jennifer A. Jordan

Jerry Maag

Lashcllc Aggelakos

Enc Brickman
Allison Bridge ford

Andy Agin
Audrca Albright

Eddie Bridges
Kenneth B. Briggs

Jennifer S. DeVine
Joseph A. Diehl

Jessica C. Goetz
Jami Gons

Melame Joss
Nicole Joyce

Kendall Mac Arthur
Josephs Machor

Sara Nightingale
Kelly Norris

Joccl) n Alexander

Adam Brobeck

Paul S. Dillick
Janet Dipman

Mary C Gorham
Angela Gosciewski

Leah Juliano
Heather L.Jumia

Jason Madasz
Steven Maistros

Elizabeth J.Allen
Melame J.Allen

Con Brown
Staci L. Brown

Heather Distelzweig
MelindaL Dolence

Krista Gostel
Hunter Grant

Nickolas Kadel

Christopher Malanga

Mara Aman
Jennifer L. Ames

Pam Bruss
Becky Bugler

Amy Domizi
Michele Dominick

Renec Grassinger
Jennifer A Grindle

Timothy A. Kacrchcr
George Kaltapure
Jennifer Kamerer

Bryan Manfall
Steve Mangini

Amy E. Anderson
Karen R.Anderson

Daniel A. Bumpus

Benjamin M. Dominique
Kimberly Donovan

Kathryn Grisdale
Eric Gross

Jed Dorsey
Anthony T. Dortg

Pete Gross

Alvcia M Adams
Kathcnne Aemi

El lie Andrews
Amanda Anthony
Brian Atwood
Melanic Augustin
Casey A. L'pham
Ryan D Autremont
Amy Aydeloti
Kimberly Bacha
Gregory R Bader
Bobby Y. Baggett
Cathy Baker

Amy Burdette
Jennifer L. Burge
Sally Burlage
Nicole R. Buss
Andrew D. Butler
Elizabeth By man
Tiffany Calcamuggio

Joseph Dose
Amy Dotson

Elizabeth Guckenberger
Robert Gudm
Christine Haggerty

Matthew M. Dotson
Elizabeth K Drake

Shawntel M. Hall
Heather Hammel

Jennifer Campbell
Sarah Campbell

Megan Dresch
Kirk E. Dressel

Andrea L. Hanks
Elizabeth Harding

Moniquc W. Cantor
Jacqueline Capretta

Jonalhon Dobsky
Amber D Dunn
Rachel Duszynski

Julie A. Ham
Heather S.Harris
Meghan M. Harris

Jenny L. Eddy
Shannon E Egan

Ben Harruff
Casey Harshman
David A. Hart

Alexis Kamper

Jamie N. Mannix
Chnstine Marias

Darren Kaplan
Karla K.Karl

Paul Markoff
Jusiin Marks

Justin Karr
Tara Kauscher

Jason Martini
Bryan J. Mascioli

Stefanie Kazel
Patrick M. Kennan

Lisa Maselli
Beth Martin

Delana Keller
Jason Kelley

Thomas O. Matisko
Edward J. Maurer

Adam E. Kcnnah
Donald Kennard
l-.li/.ihclh E. Kerbs

Nicole Mjussor
Julienne May

Mathew E. Kems
Amy Kcrsh

Ginger L. Baker
Jennifer R Baker

LisaA.Cardilli
Colleen Carey
Patrick Carney

Jennifer Balbierer
Kimberly Ball

Amber L. Carpenter
Heather Carpenter

JacquclynC- Eggleton
Joshua M. Ehrsam

Joel C. Balsamo
Brian C Bammcrlin
Jacqueline Banks

Knsten Carpenter
Julian B. Carpenter
Elizabeth M Carr

Daniel E. Eisinger
Cindy Eldndge

Kathleen Harwell
Don Haslam
Melame Hauf

Knstie Barbee

WesCarr
Aurora L. Camzales

Sandra Ellerbrock
Patty A Eppert

Enc Havlik
CherieN Haydon

Tara L. Estep
Kara FanarT

Jessica E Hazard
Andrea Heary

Jercl Klue
Rebecca Knight

Adrian T. Fausz
Amy M. Ferguson
Lome Ferris

Laura Heck
Andrea Hellc
Christy Helscr

Kelly Barhoni
Lauren M. Barmes

Ryan P. Carroll

Kamh K. Barnes
Ten Bartsche

Marisa Cassette
Daniel Castro

Barry M. Bastian
Brian Beall

Catherine G. Cayton
Jeffrey J.Celho
Rebecca Chase

Heather Beck
Bradford G. Beebe

Keith Chase ley
Dewi Chee

Patricia A. Fiorilli
Gcnele Firlik
Susan M Fiscus

DanaL Henderson
Bryan Hendncks
Me lame Harshbarger
Barry Hetman
Laura Hetr.ck

Elaine Cheetham
TnshaA.CTiilds

Jamie L. Fisher
Shenlyn Fisher
Bethanee Fitch

Jason Chisholm
Chad Christenson

Peter T. Rtz
Shannon Fitzpatrick
Colleen Flaherty
Shen Fleming

Kevin Berg

Justin W Christie
Elizabeth Clickenger
Kelda Clough

Nik Berger

Glanna Cochran

Kenneth F. Rower
Jeremy J. Foltz

Lon Hirz
John Hoerr
Christine M. Hoge

Michelle Bergman

Robert E. Combs
RheaC Comito

Andrea L. Fondoulis
Julie A. Ford

Nicole Hohsky
Paul Hombcrger

Jason Conklin
Steve Con way

Kathryn C.Fortlage
Dan Foster

Knsten Howell
Heather M. Hoy

LaDawnCook

Andrew Fraley
Joseph W. Jr. Frank

Knstina A. Hovan

Shannon Beeker
Scon Bell
William G.Bende
Kelly Benedetli
Todd Bennett
Kimberly Ben roth
James M Bentley

Alyson Bernard
Lisa Berringer

Ginine Beyer
Joel R. Bigras
Matt Biler
Traci N Billingslcy
Drew Birchmeter
John Biviano
Nicole KBIasius
Brandon Blessing

Brec Bockhorst
Marie E. Bodnar
Josh Boggs
Bryan C. Bond
Michelle Bonifas
Lisa M Booth
Aaron Borcman
Melissa M. Boston

Mary S. Bowers
Leslie K Box
Daniel B. Boyd
Michael Braatz
Elizabeth Ann Bradley
Patrick Brady

Amy M.Cope
Michael Coutinho
Andrea Coventry
Matthew Cowgill
Cinda Creager
Amanda R. Creps
Brooke Curren
Steve Curry
Heather Cvengros
Teresa Dai ley
Ryan D'AiKremoni
Jennifer Dallaire
Tom Dauber
Dave Davenport
Amy M Davis
Enca Davis
Kelly Davis
Ricki Davis
Andrea Decator
Dndsey Degenhardt

Andrew Brandcll

Holly Dcimling

Kevin R Brandt
Andrew Bran ham

Stephanie K. Deis
Tnsh Dempsey

Michael Fhtchie
Jennifer Fritz

Kristie Hettinger
Anthony L Hibbard
Meghan L. Hickey
Doug Hinebaugh

Gary Howard
Peter M Howley

Shannon Kiefer
Chad King
Karew M. Kinnear
Jeffrey J. Kissinger

Heather Mc Bride
Julie McCann
Sharon McCann
Michael McClinlock
Tod McCloskcy
Jennifer McCoy

Christine Schneidei
Barbara Schnetzer

TyN.Traxler
Todd A. Trecger

Charlie Ondnck
Erin O'Neal

Victona Schnetzer
ReneeSchnipke

Christina A Trcibcr

Matt O'Neill
Lawrence Ong

Krisicn L. Schoeneggc
Jason A. Schockman

Jeremy Ordaz
Emilly Osterling

Donald Schone
Heidi Schram

Rhonda L.Trevino
Danielle Triplett

Holly A. Oswalt
Bethany M.Oxer

Kirstcn Schwettman

Denise Troycr
Christopher A. Tyrrell
Scott Vallow

Scott Trehan
Gerald L. Trcpkowski
Chnstophcr Trevino

Nick Paez
James Pantcr

Alex Scott
Re nee Sengals
Lisa Sewell

Christopher B Payne
Jennifer Peace

Jason Shank
Phillip Sheridan

April Vaughan
Joseph E. Victor

Lisa Peacock
Amy Perkson

Wendy Sikora
Melissa Simmcrmacher

Jennifer Pershing
Todd Peugeot

Gina M. Sinagra
Susan J. Skoczen

Slacie T. Viels
James Vogcl
Kristin Vogcl

JonikkaC Peters
Karen L. Peterson

Jodi Skroxan
Kevin Slivka

Andrea M. Phillips
Lynn Piening

Lisa Small
Christina A. Smith

Jennifer Wallace
Matt Walter

Angel Varvaro

Con VonDcylcn
Gretchen Wachs
Michelle Wade

Dawn Smith
Jacqueline Smith

Elizabeth M.Walters
Steve H. Wank

Donna G. Pigg
Joshua Plummer

Knsien Marie Smith
Natalie Smith

Allison M. Klink

Julie McDonald
Jonathan McGowan

Jeremy Pollock

Scott H. Smith
Shawn M. Smith

Rachel Warren
Chnstie Watson
Ken Watts

Enn McHugh

Kim Popovic
I .nine A Poprik

Michael R Knippen
Tammy Knopf

Ellic McLaughlin
Nanmane McManus

Hideki Kobayashi
Molly Koontz

Jill Meccc
Kimberly Mennega
Christopher Mcrcadante

Karissa Korpita
Amanda Kotecki
Michael Kotsos
Judina Kovasckitz
Damian J Krabill
Amy Krajnak
Andrew A. Kramer
Caroline A. Kramer
Kraig Kristof
Michelle Kugel
Mark Krulcik

Julie Meryo
Brian P Merz
Chad Mcster
Brad Meyer
Laura L. Meyer
Traci Meyer
Cynthia Mikolajewski
Sarah Miles
Anon Miller

Jennifer Weber

Julie Porter
Kelly Pratt

Stacey Smith
Melanie V. Snider

Angela Purmort

Stephanie Snider
Lisa Snyder
Steve Snyder

Bernard Wells
Aimee L. Wendzicki
Brian Wentz

James Raczkowski
Jeffrey \> Rader
SelhA.Rakestraw
Amber Ramirez
Mark A. Ramunno
Timothy Ranck
Jennifer Reed
Michael R. Reed
Elizabeth Ruse
Clifford Reeves
Kathryn Reif
Jim Reinart
Marcus E. Ricci

Jake C. Kuhn
George B. Laird
Dennis Lamb

Lon Miller
Mike Miller

Ernie Richmann
Michael R Rinehafl

Stephanie J. Minrovic

Scott Robbc

Sara Lang
Albert J. Lara

Robert T Minshall
JohnC. Minizzi

Jennifer Robertson
Elizabeth Rocmmele
Daniel Rose
Stacey Rose

Angclena Kuhlmann

Cathenne Molnar
Knsta J. Monagham

Megan Fulkerson
Allyson Futen

KevinP. Hughes
Brooke J. Humble

Mark Lazar
Steve J Leaders

l.cah Money
Melissa Moody

Kathryn Gacth
Tara Gamble

Jennifer Hunker
Matthew Hurlbun

Michelle Leaf
Angela M. Lee

Kelly Moriarty
Jaime Morphy

Miguel A.Garcia
Kevin Gardner

Michael J.Hurton

Elizabeth S. Lee

Derek Hyde
Bradley J.Hyslop

Jennifer Lee
Kelly L. Lchrman
Charles Leiser

Michelle Morrison
Kimberly Morrow
Paul J. Mountain

Jennifer Leist

Stephanie Gearhart
Amy Gehle

Carey Ann Israel
Ann Jackson

Maribeth Leschinsky
Michael T Leschinsky

Anne Gehnng
Courtney T. George

Jill James
Kristie Jams

Brian Letterle
Bradley Leyrer

Mark S. Giarrusso
Carla Gibson

Heather L. Jenney

Fran W Littlejohn

Heather M. Johnson
James R. Johnson

Slaccy Lilly
Nicole M. LiU

Michael B. Johnson
Nicole Johnson

Julie A. Locke
Jennifer R. Luce

Jamie N. Jones

Eric Luhla

Alan Mulder
Danielle Mullally
Todd Mullhotand
Matthew Mundwiler
Jennifer Munoz
Anne Murphy
Brian M. Myers
Karen M. Naumann

Jessica Weasner

Shiloh Smith

Bryan Miller
Heather Miller

Jude B. Misik

Jennifer Gilkinson
Allen Gillis

Eileen A. O'Donoghuc

Knsten Nussbaumer
JeffOates

Krislen Todoroff

Susan Pierce
Kaihleen M Pietrick

Sarah Laughlin
Denise Lawitzke

Kimberly S.Gibson
Melissa Giebel

RoseA.Toth
Amy Towner

Angie McCune
Kathryn McCune

Jessica K. Lauderman

Carol Gasser

Theodore G.Schmidt
Karl Schmitt

Kelly McCorkle

Carrie I Hudson
Came Hughes

Kelly Ikeler
Hallie Infalvi

Kns Tinklung

Keith Klein
Amy Kletecka

Heather M Froncek

Alan E. Garrison
Brian Gartrell

Renec F Schmcdlen
Lesli Schmidt

Vincent S. Rosetla
Jody C Roth
ChnslinaM. Rotter
Joe Roby
Sharon L. Rucinski
Amanda Rudgers
Anita Rundell
Jennifer Rurik
Krislen N.Rutlcdgc
Heather M. Ryan
Jason E. Salak
Andy Sammut
Kim Samples
Rita L. Sampson
Traci Sanderson
Eric San ford
MatlhenM. Savant

Kristin M.Spakowski
Paul Spencer
James W. Spunier
Rose Stamper

John T. Wenzcl
Carrie Wesley
Thomas Wesley
Michael Weyer
MandyM.Whalen
Margaret Whelan

Chad Steevers
Nicole M. St Germaine

Kelly A. Whittington
Patrick Whitworth

Rachel Stahlman

Gregory E. Wiers
Amy E. Wiesner

Stephanie R.Stanley
Douglas C. Stark
Gregg Stark
John Staugler
Christine M Steiner
James P Jr Stephens
Brian Stites
Kendra Stout
Zachary Stout
Peter J.Stumpp
Brian M. Stun/
Jason E. Suggs
Diane Summers
Jonica L. Summersctt
Stacy L. Swank
Kevin Swantek
Jaime Swishcr
Jennifer Sword
Rebecca A. Szucs
Angela Tajblik
Kary Takach
AmyTapp
Christina Tasker
Lohn D. Tare
Heather Taylor
Victi Taylor
Robert Terrell

Maureen S Wilcheck
Matthew Wiles
Carrie L Williman
Tonya J. Wilson
Scott D.Winckler
Ian Windsor
Melissa Wineland
Susan Wisccup
Hilary Wocssner
Amy M. Woggcrman
Stacy Wolfe
Casey A. Wood
Melanic L. Wood
Krislen Woods
Khrisima Wright
Moniquc Wrighten
Uslie Wukotich
Heather A. Wyant
Jason M Yanes
Jessica Yannayon
Rita Ybancs
Knsten Yisha
Jeffrey A. Young
Martha J. Young
Bethany Zambon

Anne R.Ttiies

Todd D. Zarack
Shannon Zettel

Kathleen MWcu

Michael R. Scales
Ailenc ScharTer

Brett Thomas
Trisha Thomas

Carrie L. Zimmer
Sarah Zimmerman

Matthew S.Newbold

Stephanie Schindler

Shelley Thompson

Jim Zurbuch

Lori A. Neel
Brian Nell

-,•
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Falcons looking
to end stuggles

BG still positive
for Wright State
The Falcon men's basketball
team stands 4-2 on the season,
but knows that It Is Just a few
good minutes away from being
6-0.
Despite having lost two of
the last three, though, the Falcons have kept a positive outlook heading into Wednesday's
game against Wright State
(7:30 p.m., WBGU-FM).
"We've learned an awful lot
about ourselves," coach Jim
Larranaga said this week. "We
knew we would have to play
pressure defense and force
turnovers, and we've done
that."
BG has forced an amazing
137 turnovers this season, an
average of nearly 23 per game.
That is up from barely 15 a
game a season ago.
The increased turnovers
pose a twofold advantage: the
Falcons get more opportunities
in transition - where they
thrive and have to be considered one of the best teams
in the country - and also limit
the opponents' opportunities at
their own basket.
Larranaga has been pleased
with the team's overall defense
thus far, but again stressed
that the team needs to keep
that defense turned on for 40
minutes every night. The team
fell back in its defense against
Northern Illinois last Wednesday and was beaten.
The same thing happened

Jason McMahon
The BG News

Saturday at Nebraska when the
Falcons had one of their worst
second halves of the season. To
their credit, though, they
fought back and made a game
of it and really should have
beaten the Cornhuskers despite their own lackluster
showing through much of the
game.
Refining the post defense,
which has been an adventure at
various times thus far this
season. Is the next goal for BG.
"Our defense is working, but
unfortunately that doesn't
mean it's working on the
Interior," Larranaga said. "The
mistakes are being made before the big guys get to handle
the ball."
Opponents are shooting 49.4
percent against the Falcons
and have outrebounded BG by
SO through six games.

As if a week weren't enough
recovery time, the Falcon basketball squad loaded up the bus
last night for a lengthy road trip
in search of their first win of the
season.
Bowling Green hopes to crack
the victory column In their nonconference tilt tonight against
Duquesne University. Coach Jaci
Clark took her team to Pittsburgh
with plenty of time to focus on
the task at hand, namely to break
out of its season-long slump.

Jay Larranaga getting back to
full speed
Jay Larranaga has been given the go-ahead to begin with
some basic drills after missing
all of last week with mononucleosis, coach Larranaga said
Monday.
Hldckl K*t»rukVThi BG Newt
Coach Larranaga doubted Falcon forward Anthony Stacey skies to the hoop In a game earthat Jay will see any playing lier this season. The Falcons take on Wright State tonight at the
time against Wright State or Nutter Center.
against Tiffin on Saturday, but
Jay ran some on Sunday
effects.
expects him to be ready to play
by the Puerto Rico Classic at after the team returned from
See POSITIVE, page nine.
the end of the month.
Nebraska and suffered no ill

The Falcons have lost their
first five games of the season,
but have been within victory's
reach in all but the last game, an
80-52 shellacking at the hands of
Michigan State. Clark knows it's
only a matter of time before the
ball bounces the Falcons' way.
"We still are a good ball team,"
Clark said. "There's plenty of
time; we don't need to panic."
Bowling Green will have gone
a week between contests, their
longest break of the year so far.
Clark feels the layoff has done
the Falcons good after being
smothered by the Spartans.
"Practice has been real good;
the last couple days, especially,"
Clark said. "I think we all know
that we have to get the job done.
Each one of us has to pick it up
and try to be better."
The Lady Dukes are coming off
a 13-14 season, a campaign which
included an 88-76 defeat at Bowl-

Bulls suspend Rodman
two games with no pay
The Associated Press
CHICAGO - The Chicago Bulls
suspended Dennis Rodman without pay for two games Tuesday,
citing his profane language in a
television interview following
the team's loss Sunday to the
Toronto Raptors.
The Bulls said in a statement
that the suspension would go into
effect immediately, with Rodman missing Wednesday's game
against Minnesota and Friday's
game at New Jersey.
"Dennis' use of foul and abusive language and the embarrassment he caused the Chicago
Bulls organization by subjecting
young children and loyal fans to
his profane outburst cannot and

will not be tolerated," said Jerry
Krause, the Bulls' vice president
of basketball operations.
"We condemn in every way
what Dennis said and the words
he used," Krause said. "This suspension, which will cost Dennis
$104,878 In salary, speaks out
about our concern."

Environmental Fun Facts:

JAZZ NIGHT

500 species in the U.S. are already known to
have vanished forever.

19 & Over Every Night

See STRUGGLES, page nine.

PRO BASKETBALL
CLEVELAND ~ The Cleveland
Cavaliers play the Miami Heat at
Gund Arena.
REDS OWNER
CINCINNATI -- Cincinnati
Reds owner Marge Schott was
hospitalized Tuesday for treatment of pneumonia. She was
listed in fair condition.
"I've got pneumonia, honey,"
Schott told radio station WLW. "I
hope I get out tomorrow or the
next day."
J^^^tJ^Sut^^
**?™'™'E!£?*m
treated at Jewish Hospital.

DELIAS
TOUCH OF BEAUTY

Did you know...

Arwmi) Animal Fact*

Clark Is still probing for the
right mix of players to be on the
court for tip-off each night. The
coach noted that three different
line-ups had been tried, and nothing is sticking yet.
"There's a lot of playing time
for a lot of people still," Clark
said.
Two players have made enough
of an impression so far this
season to earn Clark's praise. But
the names should come as no
surprise. Senior center Michelle
Terry and junior forward Charlotta Jones have earned the starting nod.
"You can still look for Charlotte and Michelle," Clark said.
"They've played well for us.
Those two have been the most

PRO FOOTBALL
CINCINNATI - Steve Tovar
relishes his tough-guy Image.
The Cincinnati Bengals middle
linebacker has played with a
broken hand and torn knee cartilage, stubbornly refusing to give
in to pain or limitations.

Rodman's profanities.
Krause said the Bulls "appreciate that NBA referees have a
very difficult Job to do and perform it in a professional manKrause said that the team ner."
would donate the $104,878 to
charity "so that some good may
"We expect Dennis and all of
our players to respect the Job
come out of this situation.'
they do and to act In accordance
In an profanity-filled diatribe with NBA rules and decent beafter he was ejected Sunday havior," Krause said.
Rodman was suspended by the
night in Toronto, Rodman
criticized both league officials NBA for six games last season
Dennis Rodman is restrained by teammate BUI Wennlngton
and the NBA front office. He said after he head-butted an official Chicago's
after being ejected by referee, during a game against the Toronto
NBA referees were being kept during a game.
Raptors Sunday.

Take a Break from Studying

Starting line-up still in limbo

SPORTS BRIEFS

"in diapers" by NBA Commissioner David Stern.
A local cable channel ran the
interview without editing out

turtles have excellent eye sight they cannot only^
see the colors that we can see- but mf ared
colors as well.

ing Green in the first-ever meeting between the two schools.
They run a guard-oriented
offense that features AllAmerican candidate Korie
Hlede. The Creation import is
leading her team in points, rebounds, assists, blocks and
steals.
"She can do a lot of things,"
Clark said. "It's going to be important that we contain her."
Hlede may have been able to
propel Duquesne to wins in its
first two games, but the Lady
Dukes are mired in a losing
streak of their own, as they have
dropped their last three games.
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1084 S. Main
353-4211
Hair • Tanning • Nails

TANNING SPECIAL
(Bed or Booth)
15 visits for $25
expires 1-31-97

Discovery channel

.Second Semester. Summer, and Kail
C

>*

Winthrop Terrace
Apis.

»
r

«fea

'*-.

is Now Accepting
Applications and Deposits

^oreo*

for

IPizzol

Cheese & 1 Topping

Spring and Fall 1997!

353-0044
1045 N. Main St.
Jrtt 'Dedvery
• Umltad Tims Otfar
' No Coupon Necessary
• BG Store ONLY

Hours: SUN-WED. 11-1 AM
THURS. 11-2 AM
FRI. &SAT. 11-2:30 AM

$1 00 OFF ! 'LARGE PIZZA!
Any Pizza or , ■ Topping
TWO SubS

'-a**

*D95

V1U AGE GREEN
APAIUME1OTS

Featuring:
• Campus Shuttle
• 1 & 2 BR. Furn./Unfum.
1& 2 Full Baths
3 G**eat Locations
"">►

|

• Not valid with

• No! vaNa with ' ./MM
any other
|
any other otter. 'HSSi
discount otter
•^Noaxp.data^J |HZIa EXP. 12-31-86 M2.oo_'

^ i

CALL

& 352-9135
for more
cR-aa_information

Si-cunJ Semester. Summer, and rail

9{pw Leasing
furnished and Unfurnished
May and August 1997
2 Blocks from Campus
iSO Iclnnan

354-3533
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Robinson hopes to stay
The Associated Press
GRAMBIJNG, La. -- With his
team dogged by scandal and a
losing record, 77-year-old
coach Eddie Robinson wants
one more season, a 56th year at
Grambling, and a chance to go
out a winner.
•Then that's it. Then, I'll
walk away as a coach. If I win,
fine. If I don't, well, then I'll
feel OK that at least my concerns had been considered,"
Robinson said in an interview
published Tuesday in The Ruston (La) Dally Leader.
Robinson's wife told The Associated Press on Tuesday that
her husband hoped to meet
with university president
Raymond Hicks to discuss the
situation. Hicks returned
Tuesday from an out-of-town
meeting but the university
would not say whether he met
with Robinson.
Hicks told Robinson he
wanted him to step down as
head coach and assume a vicepresident's post, first sending
the coach a letter delivered by
courier, then in a face-to-face
meeting last week.
"He called Eddie into his office and told him what's what,"
Robinson's wife, Doris, told
The AP on Tuesday.
Robinson is college football's
winningest coach with a record

of 405-157-15. He has only seven losing seasons but four of
them have come in the last 10
years and, for the first time, he
has suffered through back-toback losing seasons.
Last April, the NCAA began
investigating allegations of
rules violations in the football
program. And last month, four
players were arrested and
charged with the dormitory
rape of a 15-year-old girl after
Grambling's homecoming victory against Alabama State.
Robinson, regarded as one of
college football's best teachers, sent more than 200 players
to the NFL, including Doug
Williams, the first black quarterback to start in a Super
Bowl.
Hired in 1941 at what was
then Louisiana Negro Normal
and Industrial Institute, Robinson initially worked as team's
coach, trainer and bus driver
before transforming the school
to one that played before sellout crowds in the nation's
largest stadiums. He coached
54 teams in his 56 years, with
play interrupted by World War
II.
Grambling won its first
black college national championship in 1955. In 1960, in its
second year as a member of
the Southwestern Athletic Conference, the Tigers won the
first of 17 SWAC titles.

The Associated Press

AP Photo

Eddie Robinson, college football's winningest coach, wants to
coach bis 56th season for Grambling.

Coming soon to a
building near you:

Barrels & Bins

Spo z&

The newsletter of
the BGSU Recycling
Program!
Check it out today
where you find The
BG News.
Or call us at V'/X
372-8909

32 oz. JARS $1.75
MON

Pool Tournament
Sign up a» 7:00;
Play at 8 00
Cain Prizoi lor 1 s> & 2nd
Great Happy Hours

TUES:
WED:

Karaoke
Sign up at 8 00;
Sing at 9:00
Prize* Awarded"

Ladies Night

THUR:

Happy Hour Prices
All Night lor Ladies
$1 Blow Job Shots
ALL Night
Great Happy Hours

FRI:
SAT:
SUN:

w

Open at 11:30 am
Sega Tournament
Sign up at 7.00;
Play at 8 00 Prizes

Tovar preps for
surgery, rehab
CINCINNATI - Steve Tovar
relishes his tough-guy Image.
The Cincinnati Bengals middle
linebacker has played with a
broken hand and torn knee cartilage, stubbornly refusing to give
in to pain or limitations.
The reputation was embellished when he refused to leave
the field on a stretcher after tearing knee ligaments Dec. 1 in
Jacksonville. Now that his surgery date is coming up, Tovar is
showing another side.
"This injury, more so than
when I hurt my hand, is a little
wakeup call," Tovar said. "It's
real humbling. It's not like it's
the end of my career or anything
Uke that.
"Since you're a little kid growing "P. you can break an arm or a
leg or something. But they always talk about how your knee
(injury) makes people think. I
think there's some truth to that."
Tovar tore the anterior cruciate and medial collateral ligaments in his left knee when a pile
of players fell on his leg during a
30-27 loss to Jacksonville. He will
have surgery Wednesday to reconstruct the anterior cruciate,
which stabilizes the knee.
Rehabilitation usually takes
about a year, so Tovar may not be
ready to start next season. The
fourth-year pro out of Ohio State
knows that the next few months
will be painful and mentally
draining.
Several teammates have come
back from major knee operations, including running backs
Garrison Hearst and Ki-Jana
Carter and linebacker Ricardo
McDonald. They've told him
what to expect.
"Everybody keeps telling me
how much hard work it Is, how
not only physically you have to

4PM

- 9 PM

Come watch the BG men's basketball team host Tiffin
on Saturday the 14th, at 7:00PM

BP
PROC/IRE
Automotive — Service Centers

SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING

"Just sitting around and waiting is not a lot of fun," he said.
"I've got cable (television) and
all that, and it doesn't do any
good. To be honest, I haven't
done anything.
"Every day is different. Some
days are better than others. (But)
I'm not dying of anything and
there's a 90 percent chance In my
mind or a 100 percent chance I'll
be back next season."
He will be a changed person
when he returns. Tovar is learning that he cant handle everything by himself, something that
goes against his grain.
"I have to realize that the people around me support me," he
said. "I can't just shrug it off and
say, 'Well, I'm a tough guy, I can
do everything on my own.' It
takes a while to accept that. I
think I still haven't accepted it"

Preferred Properties
MANAGEMENT COMPANY
530 S. MAPLE ST.

352-9378

Now Leasing Summer & Fall,
Fox Run • Haven House Manor
Piedmont • Birchwood Place
Mini Mall • Small Buildings
Frontier Housing • Houses
KAII

residents receive a membership to

Cherrywood Health Spa
(Indoor heated swimming pool, sauna, Hydra-Spa
Whirlpool, complete exercise equipment, complete
^
locker room and shower facilities)

HAPPY HOUR
EVERYDAY
300 E. WOOSTES
354-4280

come back but mentally you have
to come back," Tovar said. "I haven't had the surgery yet and I've
already seen some of the effects
of it. Some days are better than
others, not because things hurt
but because you're not there
(playing)."
Tovar had to wait for the swelling in the knee to subside before
doctors could operate. All he
could do was get treatment at the
team's practice complex and
wait.
Just two days before the surgery, he was walking around
without a brace or crutches. He
was still coming to grips with the
realization he needed surgery.
"That's one of the hardest feelings," he said. "I wake up some
days and it's not until I head to
the bathroom that I realize I'm
hurt. It's just a quick reminder
that I'm not able to do the things I
was before I got hurt."
The waiting also was wearing
on him.

^NvlcM Semester

^= Break'96-'97

pwl Dining Hours
Dining Centers |
Commons Dining Center
Prout Dining Center
Closed after Dinner Dec. 19
Closed at 2:00 pm Dec. 19"
Reopens for Breakfast Jan. 13
Reopens for Breakfast Jan. 13
••Prout Residents may use
Founders Keepers Food Court their prepaid meal plans in
the Nest after 2:00 pm on
Closed after Lunch Dec. 20
Thursday and all day on Friday.
Reopens at 4:30 pm Jan. 12

WINTERIZATION PACKAGE - $69.95 + tax

McDonald Dining Center
Closed after Lunch Dec. 20
Reopens at Noon Jan. 12

Regularly $106.80

YOU SAVE $36.85
•
•
•
•

Nitrex Oil Change
Flush Cooling System
Rotate Tires
Check Battery

^***y

Snack Bars & Restaurants

ATLAS TIRE SALE
• Save $50 on a set of 4 Pinnacle Tires
• Save $10 on single tire purchases

FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE AVAILABLE
Hourj of Operation: Moo -Fri 7:00 om to 6:30 pm
Sat 8:00 am to 2:00 pm

FREE MOVIE POSTERS
Wednesday Dec 11
6:30 PM & 9 15 PM

■

-

Gish Film Theater

Ptch Up Pa*»*s al ""■
Union Activities Orgon./ai<
3rd Floor Union

■

\

j

Shadows Snack Bar
Closed at midnight Dec. 17
Reopens at 7:00 pm Jan. 12

Closed at 2:00 pm Dec. 20
Reopens at Noon Jan. 12

Closed at 11:00 pm Dec. 17
Reopens at 6:00 pm Jan. 12

tee he*. IV ) tee. ■•• <ex-*t>

v

GT Express

GT Deli

'Passes do not guarantee a seal

WE EMPLOYTECHNICIANS
CERTIFIED BY ASE

Founders Keepers Snack Bar
Closed at midnight Dec. 17
Reopens at 7:00 pm Jan. 12

i

275 S. Main St. Bowling Green
419 •353* 3060
No Appt.
Necessary

Chily's
Closed 2:00 pm Dec. 20
Reopens at Noon Jan. 12

Silver River Cafe
Closed at 10:30 pm Dec. 13
Reopens at 5:00 Jan. IS

Down Under
Towers West
Closed at midnight Dec. 16
Closed at 6:30 pm Dec. 13
Reopens at 6:00 pm Jan. 12
Reopens at 4:30 pm Jan. 15
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The

San Antonio fires Hill
after disasterous start
The Associated Press

SAN ANTONIO - San Antonio
Spurs, reeling from a 3-15 start,
fired coach Bob Hill on Tuesday,
the same day David Robinson
was to Join the lineup for the first
time this season.
Spurs general manager Gregg
Popovich replaces Hill and was
to make his first appearance as
an NBA head coach Tuesday
night at Phoenix, where Robinson
was expected to play against the
Suns.
Hill, a 1967 University graduate, was fired despite having led
San Antonio to 121 victories the
last two seasons. But with Robinson out with a sore back, the
Spurs started 2-10, the worst
start in franchise history.
Even without Robinson,
though, team president Jack Diller said he thought the team's
performance should be better
than it has been.
"We have perceived over some
period of time now that the team
has not been playing anywhere
near as competitively as it
should," team president Jack Diller said. "We had dropped to a
point where it was unacceptable."
Diller said Popovich, who
served as the top assistant with
Golden State for two seasons,
will serve as Hill's permanent b not interim - replacement and
will retain the general manager's

"At this point I
thought a change in
direction was
necessary."
Gregg Popovich
Spurs general manager

Job.
"At this point I thought a
change in direction was necessary," said Popovich, who was an
assistant Spurs coach from
1988-92. "The decision wasn't
made in a knee-jerk way. It was
made with a lot of thought and a
lot of counsel and a lot of heartache."
Popovich acknowledged in a
telephone Interview that Hill's
ouster and his stepping in as
coach the day Robinson was set
to return "looks quite selfserving." But Popovich said a
change was needed.
"It's better sooner than later,"
he said. "We'll have more time to
do what we need to do with this
particular group of guys. To wait
just for (public relations) reasons
or for a so-called better time just
doesnt make sense as far as the
good of the team is concerned."
The Spurs have been plagued
by other Injuries, too.
Chuck Person has been out all
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STRUGGLES
Continued from page leven.

consistent. That's exactly what
I'm looking for other people to
do, step up and be more consistent."
Jones sits atop the team in
season with a back problem,
points and rebounds thus far,
Charles Smith has missed games
scoring 13.4 a game and hauling
because of inflammation in his down nine boards per contest.
right knee, and other players
Terry is second in both categohave been struggling with assorries.
ted minor injuries.
On Monday, Hill had said the
team's mental state was not good. Clark on the cusp of 100 wins
"We've been playing shortThe Falcons' futility in the first
handed and that gets a little old.
It wears you down," Hill was month of the season has been
quoted as saying in Tuesday's particularly frustrating for those
interested in statistics and milesSan Antonio Express-News.
Hill's dismissal followed a loss tones. The next Bowling Green
last weekend to the Vancouver victory will put Clark at the century mark in her coaching caGrizzlies - the only team in the
league with a record worse than reer.
Clark has amassed a 99-49 reSan Antonio's.
Despite the Spurs' regular- cord in her five-plus seasons beseason success under Hill the hind the Falcon bench With a
last two seasons, the team never triumph over the Lady Dukes,
Clark will become the eighth
excelled in the postseason.
He led the Spurs to a league- coach in Mid-American Conferbest 62-20 record in 1994-95, his ence history to reach the plateau
first season in San Antonio, but and the third-fastest to do so.
they lost to eventual champion
Houston in the Western Confer- Bench play impressive
ence finals. Last season, they
No matter who cracks the
won 59 games only to lose to Utah
starting line-up. Bowling Green
in the conference semifinals.
Diller said Spurs executives can count on some good play off
were disappointed with the the bench Clark has boasted all
team's playoff performance last year long of the depth of her
team, and the statistics are provseason.
Hill came to the Spurs in Au- ing her right.
Sophomore forward Jacki
gust 1994 from the Orlando Ma- Raterman has already surpassed
gic, where he was an assistant her season point total of a year
coach He had been the coach of ago. She has set a career high in
the New York Knicks in 1986-87 points twice already this season,
and the Indiana Pacers from which earned her a start against
1990-1993.
Michigan State. She is shooting
60 percent from the field, tops on
the team.
Rater-man's classmate Jill DeFosse is also carving her own
niche on the squad. Her eight
points against the Spartans were
HMekl K«t»yubl/Tkr BG Nrwi
her first baskets this season, and
also matched last year's output. Falcon guard Jenifer Gafford releases a shot In the season opener
against Notre Dame. The sophomore has appeared In all five games
this season.
prove the major league club
without mortgaging our future, Continued from page seven.
and I believe we did that today,"
Randy Smith said.
Wright State coming off tough
Meanwhile, Rojas signed just
three days after becoming a free loss
agent, getting a deal that gives
Kentucky blasted Wright State
him a $250,000 signing bonus and
$4.5 million in each of the next Monday in the Wildcats' home
opener, 90-62. It was the Raiders'
three seasons.
sor on Friday or Saturday. The
The Associated Press
Rojas, who turned 30 Tuesday, first game against a Division I-A
49ers play the Steelers at Three
opponent
this
season
after
saved 36 of 40 chances last
PITTSBURGH - Matt Cavan- Rivers Stadium on Sunday.
season, going 7-4 with a 3.22 ERA having pasted Thomas More last augh returned to San Francisco
week
in 81 innings.
The 40-year old Cavanaugh,
The Raiders mark the third on Tuesday as the 49ers' quar"We feel we have one of the
terbacks coach He likely will re- quarterback of Pitt's 1976
team
from
the
Midwest
Collebest bullpens in the National
turn to Pittsburgh this weekend national championship team, disLeague," said Cubs general man- giate Conference the Falcons as Pitt's coach
cussed issues such as the size of
play
this
season.
BG
has
defeated
ager Ed Lynch, who also conCavanaugh met with Pitt offi- his coaching staff and recruiting
Detroit
and
lost
to
Northern
Illisidered signing World Series
cials on Monday for the second during his meeting with athletic
MVP John Wetteland. "We feel nois - the two league favorites ~ time and is expected to be intro- director Steve Pederson and
Mel is durable and successful at already this season.
duced as Johnny Majors' succes- chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg.
getting left-handed hitters out.
He is a ground-ball pitcher, too.
That's a perfect fit for us."

Big deals for Smiths,
Rojas goes to Expos
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Randy Smith
pulled off another big trade with
his dad's team, Mel Rojas got a
$13.75 million, three-year deal
with the Chicago Cubs, and Florida signed yet another pitcher,
this time Dennis Cook.
On another busy offseason day,
Randy Smith, the Detroit Tigers'
general manager, made a potential 10-player trade Tuesday with
the Houston Astros, where Tal
Smith is team president.
In Detroit's largest deal since
1957, the Tigers acquired center
fielder Brian Hunter, shortstop
Orlando Miller, closer Todd
Jones and right-hander Doug
Brocail on Tuesday for catcher
Brad Ausmus, left-handers C.J.
Nitkowski and Trever Miller,
right-hander Jose Lima and in-

Management Inc.
Spring Semester Leases
Avallablel!
Slop by 1045 N. Main for available
apts. or check us out on web pages
http://www.wcnet.org/-mecca/

Management Inc.
NEW NEW NEW NEW
1 a 2 bdrm at our Hillsdale Apis.
unique floor plan, very spacious.
Stan 350/mo + utilities

Management Inc.
EVERGREEN APTS...1 bdrm a
Eff. units laundry on sile, tons of
parking starts 230/mo call 353-5800

fielder Daryle Ward. The Tigers
also will get either another
player or cash.
Two years ago, when Randy
was GM of the Padres, San Diego
made a 12-player trade with the
Astros.
"I never talked to my father
about this deal," Randy Smith
said. "I've been dealing with
Gerry (Hunsicker, the Astros
general manager) for better than
six weeks on this thing."
Once again, Randy appears to
have gotten the better of the deal.
Last time, San Diego got Ken
Caminiti, who went on to become
the NL MVP this season.
In Hunter and Miller, Detroit
got a pair of regular starters. The
Tigers, coming off a 109-loss
season, got a closer in Jones, who
had 17 saves last season.
"We talked about trying to im-

What Time is it?
It'sBG Hoops Time!!
Come watch your high-flyin', high
scorin', Anderson Rockin', Falcons
take on Tiffin.

BG vs. Tiffin

POSITIVE

San Fran coach
ready for Pitt

mmtmm
Large & Small Houses
Still Available
926 Wooster
413 S. College
1014 E. Wooster

Thursday December 12th
10 pm-close

-FIRST LIGHT-

And Several Others
Along with
Apts. & Rooms

Cleveland's #1 Rock/Reggae Band

Listing Avail. 24 hrs
Office 316 E. Merry #3
or call 353-0325

$1 domestic drafts, Happy Hour
21 and tip

Saturday Night
7:00
Show ID for FREE Admission.

Take advantage of the (fLS Advantage
«20% discount on a wide selection of new music, books, bibles, and gifts
•Free gift wrapping on any gift item of $15.00 or more.
•Free Bible imprint on any leather bible purchased at YES Superstores
•Bring in a good used Bible (YES FM will distribute them to prisoners) and
receive a $5.00 discount on any new Bible, purchased before 12/31/96.
•Seniors receive an extra 10% discount on Wednesdays.
•Buy any two apparel items (sweats, T-shirts, caps, ties) and receive a

$5.00 discount.

YES CHRISTIAN SUPERSTORES
■With •Xoddatj "Hours at both locations

1550 Reynolds Road, Maumee
(419) 897-0893
9 AM-10 PM (Mon-Wed), 9 AM-11 PM

4015 Secor Road, Toledo
(419) 475-3575
9 AM-10 PM (Mon-Sat)

ws

JW&

Dec. 11 th Only!

mm.m

20% off all
qifts &

5^

joining

fc

liu little £he|>
Student Union

Hours: 8:30 - 5:30 M-Th; 8:30-4:45 F

^^^
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BGSU RECYCLING
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STUOENT PARTICIPATION
STUDENT AWARENESS
EFFICCNCY

Classified
Ads

A RECYCLING COMMUNITY
IPC 203 Group (2

372-6977

CAMPUS EVENTS

Campus Pollyeyea
440 E. Court St.
Enter our drawing tor a
Giagntic Stocking Stuffed
with Gifts Galore

- HUMAN -1 • TEES PICK-UP"
If you ordarttd Human -I- Tses products from
Mortar Board in Nov. you can pick tham up in
tnt Hath Sciatica Bldg Thursday and Friday
ootyl Otnarwtta. tnara will ba a pick-up in Jan.
" ?ra C«l Sach 3S4-42SS "

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
The Gathering Place'
Daily Smorgasbord
Al tie Pizza Soup and Salad You can Eat
Guaranteed to fit your budget
NOW HIRING

352 9638

352-9638
"JOURNALISM 300 APPLICATIONS"
ara now available in 319 Wail Hal
DEADLINE: Dae am bar M, MM
Ananoon Spaoal Ed Majors
MMIng Wad Dae. 11 0 8:30 (Ed 114)
Gusst Spaakar- George GrossmanAsaiLDir.olCAREEflSERVICES
Just in tima lor the holidays!
Visit tna Craft Fair. Lanhart Ballroom tor those
unique gifts. Stop by: Dae. 10 & 11 between
10am - 8pm or Dae. 12 between 10am - 6pm.
Sponsored by UAO. Can 2-7164 lor more into
UAO Trip to Columbus UAO
Sal. Jan. 10. 1997 We will be leaving BG at
1:30 am and returning appro* 7:30 pm. The
oost is $10.00 and is buraarable. You can sign
up m ina UAO office now through Jan. 15.
upon signing up you will receive an info sheet
on what to do in Coiumousl For more inlormaton call 2-7164.
What are you doing tonight?
.- Why not have fun and make new friends?
Come to our Circle K meeting tonight and
every Wed. al 9pm in the Ohio Suite of
Via Union. Learn about service, leadership
and fellowship

SERVICES OFFERED
FOHGOT TO ORDER
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS?
PERSONALIZED ANNOUNCEMENTS
READYIN48HOURSI
HIGH QUALITY*
MINIMUM ORDER OF ONLY 15
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE

353-2252
FREE CELLULAR PHONE
FREE WEEKEND CALLS
50 free nuns, par month
Only $5.99 per month
American Callular/Ainouch Cellular
Call for Restrictions 419-356-2005
New Course for Spring 97 Emerging Technologies ft Culturelo register, sign up for ENG
480(10865). POPC 4608(30020). TCOM
469(25816) More info.: alan@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Pregnant?
Free pregnancy lasts. Confidential and caring.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy center
^^

PERSONALS
(1A Cancun ft Jamaica Spring Break Specials'
7 nights av a hotel from $399) Prices increasesoon - Save $50' save $150 on food, drinks. I
free parnesi 111% lowest pnee guarantee)
springbreaklravel.com l 800-678-6386
fTA Spring Break Bahamas Parry Cruise' 6
days $279! Includes al meals. Free parties
Taxes I Great Beaches A Nightlife' Prices Increase soon - Save $50' spnngbreaktravelcom 1 -800 678 6386
*1A Spring Break Panama Cifyl Boardwalk
Beach Resort' Best Hotel. Location. Price' 7
nights $129' Daytona - Best location $ 139' Cocoa Beach Hilton $1691 spnngbreak travel .com
1-600-678-6 386
A new section of CS 100 has been opened. If
you were unable to get into CS 100 next semester, please try agam.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Are you working Spring Semester?
Is the job related to your major/career
goals' Come register for CO-OP 050.
a NO-COST transcript notation that
lends CREDIBILITY to your employment
Cooperative Education Program
310 Student Services 2-2451

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTSIII Grants A
scholarahlpa available from sponsors'!' No
prepayments, everlll $$$Caah for collego$$$. Foe Info: 1-AOO-243-2438
BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL
$29 95 PER NIGHT PLUS TAX
Sun Dec. 8. Sun Dec. 15thruThur. Dec.19
Coupon REQUIRED AT CHECK IN
See ad m paper for coupon and details. Best
Western Falcon Plan. 1450 E Woosler
352 4671.
BGSU Mom • Dad - Grandma - Grandpa
T-shirts and Sweatshirts
Starting at $10 95 and up
Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge 3524333

Cold weather got you down?
Why not spend next winter surfing m California,
sunning in Florida, or skiing m Colorado? Instate hjidonl Courses transferl NATIONAL
STUDENT EXCHANGE
Info Session: Fn, Dec. 13 at 1 30pm
State Room, 3rd Fl. Union
Can Co-op Program, 2-2451 tor information!
ENJOY A SUMMER OF
ENRICHMENT AND FUNUl
'A Summer in Mexico Program'
4 weeks in Guadalajara and 2 in Me. ico City
6hrs credit in two courses on
Mexican culture.
There Is no subsitute for positive experience
than to travel through cultural realities of Ancient and Modem Mexico. For more information call Prolessor Andrade 372-7119
Female Non Smoking Subleaser Needed for
Spring Semester 97.Will have own
room.ACand tree heal for reasonable
rent.bedroom set neg. Please cal 353-3922
ask tor Christina.
FORGOT TO ORDER
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
PERSONALIZED ANNOUNCEMENTS
READY IN 48 HOURSI
HIGH QUALITY 4
MINIMUM ORDER OF ONLY 15
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE
353-2252

FREE CRAZY BREAD
at Little Caesars
with purchase ol 1 large pizza
at regular pnee.
Call today-354-6500
Wa have FREE delivery
Limit of one order

Got The Bonng Green Blues???
Let The
MIDNIGHT MARAUDERS
Interplanetary Disco Jockey Entertainment
tickle yer ears 11
TonilealBREWSTERS

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
T.O.'e Campua Corner
customized sportswear
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED: APPLY IN 130 PERRY FELD
HOUSE. MUST ATTEND MANDATORY
CLINIC JANUARY 21. 1997 - 8 10PM PICK
UP APPLICATION AND TAKE HOME TEST
STARTING JAN. 13. 1997 AND RETURN BY
JANUARY 20.
INTRAMURAL E NT RES DUE: GET READY
FOR SPRNG ENTRES WILL BE DUE THE
SECOND WEEK OF CLASSES IN JANUARY.
WOMEN'S A COREC BASKETBALL - JAN
21: MEN'S BASKETBALL - JAN. 22: M A W
TEAM HANDBALL - JAN. 23: WOMEN'S
BOWLING - JAN. 28. PICK UP ENTRY
FORMS IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE BE
GINNING TUESDAY. DECEMBER 10.
INTRAMURAL TEAM HANOBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED: APPLY IN 130 PERRY FELD
HOUSE
MUST ATTEND MANDATORY
CLINIC JANUARY 23. 1997 - 8-10PM PICK
UP APPLICATION AND TAKE HOME TEST
STARTING JAN 13, 1997 AND RETURN BY
JANUARY 20.
Just in time for the holidays!
Visit the Craft Fair, Lenhari Ballroom tor those
unique gits Slop by: Dec. 10 A 11 between
10am - 8pm or Dec. 12 between 10am - 6pm.
Sponsored by UAO, Cal 2-7164 lor more into
Pagllal'e Pizza
945 S. Mam Si
Enter our drawing tor a
Gigantic Stocking Stuffed
with Gifts Galore
352-7571

relax, refresh, celebrate, jom us tor
Service ol Chriatmaa Carole
featuring student musicians A vocalists
this Sunday. December 15th at 10 30am
Community of C hrist
Lutheran Church A Student Center
• 124 E Woosler St
Phone: 352 5101
STREAK
will be playing al Rhythm Brews this Saturday
at 9pm. Funk Album Release, tor more info call
3534718.

STUDENTS EXAMALERTII
Did you know that your final exam must be given on the date and time it appears on the exam
schedule? The class can't VOTE to change it:
the instructor may not move il without the approval ol the VPAA Questions? Cal your college dean's office. In A A S. il's 2-2340.
Tan for Formals
Campus Tanning
352-7889

HELP WANTED

$15/hr!
Do you have Great MCAT Scores (30.)?
Do you have a personality?
The Pnnoelon Review seeks instructors
Part-time for courses in BG and/or
Toledo. Cal 800-2-REVEW
for funher information

We have tanning gift certificates
tor Chnstmasll
Campus Tanning
Unlimited pkg $30
352-7889

WANTED
■GRADUATION TICKET NEEDED'
I need one graduation nckei'
$$$Will pay a reasonable amount'$$$
Please contact Kane at 372-5095
1 Need 3 graduation tickets. Willing to pay. Calf
Rebecca at 354 4508
1 roommate for Spring 1)7 semesler.
Close to campus.
Cal 354-1223. ask lor Ray.
2-4 sublease™ needed lor Spring *J7.
Furnished, dose to campus, rent negotiable
Call Jen or Karen 352-9660.
3 tickets needed for December graduation
3030184
Dec. Graduation Tickets
Will Pay
PleaseCaJI 352-1520 ext. 213
DESPARATEI
Need 1 graduaton ticket Will pay.
Please call Laurie at 354 8048

DO YOU HAVE AN EXTRA GRADUATION

TICKET?
I need ONE graduation Kketlll
Please call 372-4009 it you can help me outl

Furnished low rent apartment. Second semester Non-smoking, female can 419 882-5465.
Graduation tickets needed Will pay money
Call 352 5486
Help make someone's graduation day extra
special) | need extra ceremony tickets Please
call Bertha (collect) at 419-447-2032 after 6pm
to help.

Helpl I need 2-3 tickets lor graduation'
Will pay $$$i PLEASE Call Rachel

372-3507
NEED GRAD TICKETS FOR OEC.
WILL PAY $$$
PLEASE CALL 372-8328

$1750 weekly possible
mailing our circulars.
For mlo cal 301-369-2047

room,

100 GynmaSDCS Jobs: Children's Summer
Camps. NY, PA. MAINE. Teach - Beam. Bars.
Floor. Vault, Dance, Aerobics. Call Ailene Stre
isand. 1-800-443 6428 FAX: 516-933-7949.
500 Summer Camp Jobs: NY. PA. NEW ENGLAND. Choose from 50. camps. Teach - Tennis, Baseball. Roller Hockey. Soccer. Lacrosse. Basketball, Gymnastics. Riding.
Swimming. WSI. Water skim Sailing, Windsurfing. Fitness. Archery. Gotl. Mt. Biking. Pioneering, Rockclimbmg. Ropes. Oance. Piano Accompaniasl. Theater. Ceramics. Jewelry,
Woodshop. Photography. Radio. Nature. Nur
ses. Chefs, PE Majors. Etc. Ariene Streisand •
1-600-443-6428. FAX: 516-933-7949.
ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR-SUMMER OF
1997 Yogi Bear's Jelfysione Camp Resort is
looking lor 2 outgoing, creative people to plan
and implement daily activities tor a busy family
camping resort near Sea World of Aurora.
Onto.
* Experience is preferred but not required.
Male or lemale recreation/education majors
are encouraged to apply, especially those looking for a practtcum.
' Salary is$l50CKVwk with housing. $200Avk
without.
' Interviewing wil be done at the Resort.
Send your resume to:
JeHyslone Camp Resort
c/o Andrea Schwartz
6S11 Marad (222
MayfieidHIS .Ohio44124
Childcare needed In my Perryaburg Fl.
Malga home starling 1/97. 24-30
houraAweek (weekdaya only) for 3 young
children. Caring, dependable non-amoker.
Musi have own car. Excellent pay. Reference required. 419-874-3641, leave mil-

Subleaser needed for Spnng
Own Rm. Free Laundry
353-7321
Subleaser needed for East Merry Apt. Rent is
negotiable lor Spnng Semesler. Cal Rebecca
354-4508
Transfernng to OSU. Columbus? Female
roommate wanted to share 3 bdrm apt. close to
campus, off-street parking available, own
room. safe, clean. Avib ASAP, call
614 294 2286c-419 524-6188
WANTED
4 tickets for graduation ceremonies will pay $$.
Please call 352-3069
WANTED: 2 tickets lor Dec. Graduation, wil
pay$$$ Please call Dylan @ 372 4830.
Wanted: extra tickets lor graduation ceremony.
II you have extras and would be willing u sell
them call Kevin at 354 3463
WANTED Grad Tickets
Cal Amy © 352 9552

H

BG
NEWS

Applicants will
need to fill out
an application and
sign up for an
interview time.

Open al 11

V

sale.

Call

For sale : University Approved Loft Bed $50
OBO.Call35* 8051

Male subleaser needed lo* Spnng '97. own
room, furnished, util included, free cable
$205/mo 358 8142

IBM compatible computer, 386 Di w/windows
3.11
♦
extras.
4K
CD
Rom/speakers/mouse/monitor/2800 Bd.
modem. Call Mark 352-5189 $1400 obo

Male subleaser Wanted
3 bdrm. house. $l70Vmo.
Contact Brent @ 354-0317

Pagers • USA Moble pagers sold
al BEE GEE Rental a Sales. 125
W. Poe Rd ■ Pre-programmed.
Local number. Large Service area.
PH 352-4646

Male subleasers needed for Spring 97
Across from campus, dishwasher, free cable,
furnished. $l68/mo.. call Chris or Pat at
3541348

Powerboo* 170 4/80/14.4 incl carrying case,
2 batteries, Ram double, Claris Works. $600
SryleWriterll. Inkjet printer, md cartridge,
cable a software $150, call Paul @ 353-7285

MALE SUBLEASER NEEDED FOR SPRING
1907
FURN.. AIR COND.. BALCONY DECK. HAVE
YOUR OWN ROOM. CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
1275/MO INCLUDES UTIL. CALL TROY
3514125
Need 1 female subleaser lor Spring "97 Sem.
Pay $l90/mo. ♦ elec. Free cable, very close
©campus Call Cheryl ai353-3700.

FOR RENT
2 one bdrm apti. Both 3 blocks from campus.
12 mo. leases. Secunty deposit required Utilities not induced 287-4926 days or 287-4151
evenings. Leasing now for Way.
"Available Immediately"
Furn. Apt. New carpet and wall paneling, private parking, quel location, single bedroom,
great student or grad. student or couples
$365.00 per month. Call 354-1 ISO

NEE0ED ASAP
i male roommate, own rm. i87.50/mo ♦ util.
Secur, Pop regV Call Erica© 354-5601
One bedroom furnished or unfurnished apt
East Evers $375/mo 419 669-3036
One bedroom sublease needed for Spring
Semesler. 114 S Main Apl. 10 above Wizard
Graphics Call 354^243

"Wanted rmtes. lo fill houses and apts." Very
Close To Campus
Call 353 0325

REALCHEAP
2 people ft $135/mo ♦ util
Free cable 353 6282

1 bdrm apt. (or subloaser ASAP. Full kitchen.
fully furnished. FREE CABLE Inc. Only
t?2S/month CAII Bu'Ky 352-4121.

Renting now Houses. Apts, ft Rooms
for 97/98 school year stop by office
316 E. Merry «3 or call 353-0325
tor listing.

1 female subleaser needed tor Spring Semester. $i60/mo plus utd. 3 bdrms.. 2 full baths.
furnished, close to campus. Call 353-4174. ask
lor Tracy. Terra or Heather.

Room available in House tor Spring 1997
Close to campus. Low renL
Ask for Diane or Christina 353-0130

1 or 2 rm needed Spring sem. or longer own
room, big house 2 blocks from campus.
$200/moplusutil Boat Jan rush, start moving
in before Xmast Please call 353-2429.

Roommate needed 2BR
Apt .own foom
%?50*U'JIvmo call

Earn $$$ - while building your resume AZG
Research has immediate need for Market
Research Interviewers • Stop in ol call for into
13330 Bishop or call 352 8115 ext 101.

2 bdrm.. turn. apt. $450/mo. Available Dec. 15
thru May 1997. Free heat, water, sewer and
gas Call 354 0914

1 Subleaser needed for Spring 97 own bedroom, new apl, new appliances, and parking.
$230/mo + uW. Call Josh or Jerremy at
352 6633

2 br. townhouse on University Ln.
available Jan. 1 July. $720 .gas* elec.

National Market Research Firm, Now Hiring
Computer Aided Telephone Interviewers Stop
by AZG Research 13330 Bishop or call
35?-8ll5ext. 101.
Office cleaning evenings
12-15 hrs per week, own transportation req'd
352-5822

3 bedroom $450/mo. 1 block from campus - 2
blocks from
6260343.

THE TOP SUMMER POSITIONS ARE
FILLING NOW. Out company will be hiring
BGSU students who are looking to build an extensive resume, earn an internship and gain
valuable experience in Marketing. Management, Sales and General Business. Earn
$6,000-19,000 next summer working in the
areas ol Sylvanla, Perrysburg. Toledo or
Maumee. Positions will be filling quickly. For
more information about these opportunities cal
OTP at 1-800 356 5987.

http://www.save org

Call

354-3136

or

Brooke @ 354 3160

Subleaser needed tor Spring semesler. furnished Apl.. own room, free May renL
ChnsrxWes 354-7165
Subleaser needed stating anytime after Dec.
2i. Spacious, 1 bedroom, 1 rmle from campus,
free campus shuttle, heat gas and water included. AC. swimming pool, on site Laundry
lac., off-street parking Call Jeff 373-6004.
leave message
Subleaser needed tor Spring Sem. Across the
street from campusl $225/mo Can 354-7232.
Leave message. 1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm duplex
Subleaser needed tor Spring 97. Efficiency
$265Tnonth • elec Above business on N.
Mam Call 353-8176.

Avail Dec. 15th 3 bdrm Apt.
Close to Unv. - Good Cond.
Call 686-4651
EXTRA NICE OFFICE CAMPUS HOUSE
Have own room, share huge Irving space. A
laundry A lots of extras Avail. Jan. $285/mo *
dep-> mil. Call (419) 365-5620
Female Roommate wanted
ASAP. Off-campus, own room

Call 352-3575

SUBLEASER NEEDED - DEC/JAN • AUG
1997
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT: FURNISHED
CALL STACI353-2135
Subleaser needed now Ol Aug. tor 2 bdr. apl.
1st MONTH RENT FREE, OWN BEDROOM,
OWN BATHROOM, CHEAP UTIL.,
AC$207.5O/mo. Call Barry or leave message:
353 0483.

Female Roommate Needed
$155'mo • utd.. own bedrm
Call 3530322

Subleaser needed for Spring 97. Spacious apt.
$l55/mo. * util Roommates are fun ft easy lo
get along with Call Jennifer @354-8271.

Female subleaserfs) needed for Spring *97
Own bedroomybath. $183/mo.

Wanted: Male or Female grad student to lease
1 br. apt. Rent neg. Avail Dec 20th - Aug. 15.
Call Tammy 352-1406.

Call 353-9077

DISCOVER CARD

Female Subleaser needed Spnng 97 or
sooner Own Room $230 ♦ util 'mo. no security dep. CaUahna 353-2713.

Spring Break 97
Panama City Beach

Spring Break Party Package
Package includes:
•Gulf front accommodations at the
beaches largest resort
•FREE passes to Spinnaker and
Club Lavela
•Next to super clubs
•Wild contests & free entertainment
BOARDWALK
BEACH RESORT
1-800-224-4853
'package price baaed on per person quint
occup. 7 night minimum stay $200 security
deposit at check In time You're sDI
reading? Gel on the phonal

1045 N. Main
Bowling Green, OH
353-3411

OFF! II

I
I
I
I
I
"Take a little bit of NW
Ohio home with you" I
I
M icrobrewery • Sports Bar
I
Restaurant
*.3 Big Screen TV's*
• Pool, Dart Games •
• Gift Shop •
• Gift Certificates •

bars.

$29

. ,», T QP AT f t~)
V*' ^ "
~L
^)f /*r?t S 5 w C-^'V
»i Came of SuKide

Any Item w/
this coupon

the

353 4292

SORTER OPERATOR
PT 2nd and 3rd shift. Mon. - Fri.. occasional
Saturdays. Sorter Operators in our Computer
Room. Mainframe experience beneficial. PC
and/or CRT expenence required.
NUMERIC DATA ENTRY
PT Mon. - Fn.. Occasional Sal. (For Airport
Highway and Bowling Green Locations) 20-25
hrs/wk, late afternoons lo early evenings. Previous proof or numeric key experience, beneficial.
Interested applicants should apply in person.
M,d Am. INc. Operations Center. 1851 N.
Research, BG (175 lo exit 181) Md Am values
a diverse workforce and is in principle as well
as practice, an Equal Opportunity Employer.

!io%
I

Call 352-9371

3 subloasers needed for Spring "97
2 bedroom, furnished apt. $i6S'mo . free
membership to Cherrywood Health Spa.

Restaurant: Waitresses A kitchen help
Mon. through Sal.
Call 1-419 872-0020

•Greek Organizations*
•Intramural Teams*
•Clubs*
Jackets -Sweatshirts
Personalized Holiday Gifts

Maumee, OH
897-SUDS

for

Subleaser needed Spring of *97
2 bedroom Apt., gas included
Near campus 353-4918

Sports
Source

1500 Holland Rd

guitar

$250/mo. ♦ util & deposit
352-2674

2 bdrm Apt. on 6th St. avail, now. $450 • elec.
Up to 4 people. Call Tom @352-2241 ASAP for
details

Total

BRIWINO
COMPANY. LTD.

Male or Female Subleaser needed

DiBenedeno's Restaurant
Spring A Summer, Delivery A Prep, position
Apply 2 5. MF 1432 E Woosler.

«^e from SA vE (Suooe Awa-eoes* VO-CM o* Edur.v •

BAVARIAN

Large one bedroom Apt.
Downtown, $365/mo
Avail, immed Call 353-6062

1985 Mazda 626 $1000 OBO High miles but
runs GREATII Also. Sony 100 CO changer
$350 090 Call Tim 0354-5071

1-2 roommates needed $175/ . uol Contacl
Jen of Cfkj .p 353-6257.

IT CAN KILL YOU IF YOU
DON'T RECOGNIZE IT,

E

■92 Meroiry Topaz GS. 5 speed,
2 door. A/C. 48.000 miles 16.500
Contact Stephanie 353-6069

SUBLEASE ONE BEDROOM APT
tor
SPRING AT WINTHROP TERRACE. WITH
OPTIONAL FURNITURE CALL 354-6702

Depressor, strikes millions indiscriminately.
Depression ts MOST dangerous when .1 goes
unrecognized. Always be aware of the threat.
and don't always believe everything you feet.

Applications for positions
on the Spring '97
BG News Staff
are now available in
210 West Hall.

Houses ft Duplexes lor "97 98 School year
1 lo 3 person homes avail. • 12 mo lease only
Starting in May; Steve Smith 352-8917
(no call after 8pm)

Grad. Student Only - 2 bedroom upper duplex
$480 a month * sec deposit • util. 353-7257.
leave message.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000 * /month
working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour Companies. World travel. Seasonal A full time employment available. No experience necessary.
For more information call 1-206 971 3550 ext.
C554 48

over 21.

Spring '97 Subleaser needed.
Will have own room, reasonable rent, close to
campus. Call Larry 352 2281

FOR SALE

Fender Slralocaster
353-8718 anytime.

$200 $500 Wkly. Assemble products, no sell
ingl Paid direct, fully guaranteed. No experience necessary Can 7 days (407) 875-2022
Ext. 0561H49

Need one graduation ticket Will pay $. Call
Jane 352 0767
Roommate warned, own
160/mo. .ml. 354-7204.

Fox Run apt 1 or 2 subleasers needed. ASAP.
May rent FREE w/dry inapt. Huge rooms furn
Call Karen or Melissa 352-0581.

1990 Mazda Protege LX $6000 OBO New
transmission, extended warranty on most
pans. Call 352-4199.

*•"*
Female Subleaser Needed Spring 97
Own Bedroom, 1 block Irom campus
Please call any time. 354 8130

Wnaled: Babysifler for Spring 1997
Mornings 7:45 - 8:45, 5 mornings a week.
Need own transportation. $5.00 per hour. Can
Pamal 352-4915

il Awesome Trip*! Hundreds ot Students
Are Earning Free Spring Break Tripe A
Moneyl Sell 6 Tripe A Go Free! Bahamas
Cruise $279, Cancun A Jamaica $399. Panama
Clly'Daylona
$1191
www. spring break! raval.com
1-800-678-6386

UAO Spring Break'97
Gel ready for Spring Break in Panama City
Beach in FL. An into, sheet on the trip is available in the UAO office- 330 Union to answer
all your questions! Stop by and pick one up
TOOAYI

WOOL SWEATE RS A GLOVES
New Shipment just arrived
sweaters $35 00. gloves $5 00
Collegiate Conneclon A JT.'i Carryout
531 Ridge Street

Wednesday, December 11, 1996
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SPRING
BREAK
It Pays To Discover I Use Youf
Discover Card And Save Up To $251
To Apply For A Card,
Can 1-800-IT-PAYS-TO.

Bahamas Party
Cruise
$279
6 Days-All Meals-Free Parties?
■Includes Taxee

Cancun

$399

Jamaica

$419

Florida

$119

7 Nights-Air.Hotel-Save $150
on Food & Drinks

7 Nights-Air.Hotel-Save $150
on Food 4 DrlnKs

7 Nights-Panama City. Daytona
& Cocoa Beach
Spring Break Travel-Our IOth Year!

1-800-678-6386

BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL

$29.95
per night (or a single or double occupancy

Sunday, December 8 - Thursday, December 12
Sunday, December 15 - Thursday, December 19
.JJest
.Weslcrn

Falcon Plaza
across from Harshman Dorm

352-4671

■ -Early check-in •2PM late check-out •Continental breakfast -24
* hour coffee executive rooms $39.95 -limited number of rooms
available at this rate -advance reservations required
COUPON MUST BE PRESENTED AT CHECK IN

I

L

-I

